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U . S.RoyalCord Balloon Tires

Note the Scientific Tread Design

UJERE is a convincing sales point with strain and wear evenly over the entire tread

11 which the U . S . Tire Dealer is selling surface. Now note also that the tread blocks

many a tire these days — are made relatively small.

Visualize the action of a Balloon Tire on This is very necessary in a balloon tire. If the

the road, and the science of thisRoyal Cord tread blocks are made larger, they throw heavy

tread design immediately makes itself clear.
strains on the tire.

The U . S .Royal Cord Balloon Tire is built of

Under load, the entirewidth of the tread
latex-treated Web Cord - strong and flexible.

is in contactwith the road. So the outside
It is accurately balanced . It is scientifically

tread blocks have been built up to give a
designed for maximum comfort, safety and ser

semi-flat contour. vice life.

This reduces the flexing action of

the tread shoulders, distributing the United States Rubber Company

TRADE

UNITED STATES TIRES A R E GOOD TIRES

TRADETRADE MARK
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THE TALK OF THE TOWN

I AST week saw Spring coquetting on Fifth Ave I hope that eventually the orderly arrangement of

nue, but aside from that uncalendared escapade dining car sittings will be able to do away with the

(did you ever notice that sunny late -winter days annoying no -smoking- in -the-diner rule. The sole rea

on the Avenue always seem brighter and more gay son for its existence to -day is its discouragement of the

with promise than anywhere else in town ? ) there lingering passenger who likes a cigarette or cigar with

weren 't many events of interest to mention in my his coffee. I should think the perfect working of the

letter to Aunt Evelyn in Dubuque. Despite implica- new system would allow the momentary comfort of

tionsof the catch -line of a certain new magazinemost tobacco in the minute and three -quarters consumed

of the old ladies in Dubuque are most keenly inter- by the waiters in bringing change.

ested in things that are supposed to interest only New

Yorkers.

However, I told her about the number ofmen pop I used to think that
ping up from the South for a few days with offensively

tanned faces and the irritating information that they “ They needed an angel in heaven

intend to go back again in a couple of days for an So God took Caruso away.”

other month of tropic ease. I thank my lares and
was the Height of Something in belles lettres but in

penates that at least the time is not ripe yet for their
that mist of the dawn ahead in which one senses Per

insufferable farewells as they steam away for sum
fection an even higher monument to beauty has taken

mers abroad.
form out of the haze. It is the following from a

new popular song entitled “My Kid ” :

Ciro 's opened the other night with Mary Hay and
“ He comes downstairs in his little white nightie

Clifton Webb as the supper club's dancing team and
And says his prayers to God Almighty.”

when they inaugurated their partnership last Tuesday

night a noticeably smart crowd filled the place . I I am told it is making thousands of better men and

didn't go myself after an attache of the restaurant women in vaudeville and night club circles.

discounted the need of any further guests the opening

night by declining , over the phone, to reserve a table

for Aunt Evelyn's nephew .
The elderly matron with the lifted face has become

so common that it must be a very good joke about her

that gets even a glancing attention. But the case of

I'd have been obliged to forego the event anyway, Mrs. Louise Conti, 83 years old , erstwhile bathroom

it turned out, as a sudden call took me to Baltimore maid at the Plaza, demands a pause in the day's occu

for the night. The Congressional Limited, I discov- pations. It seems, says the World , thatMrs. Conti has

ered, has put in practice the dining car booking system worked hard all her life. When she was 78 , Mrs.

one finds on trains in England. Sittings are assigned Conti was still able to stand on her hands.

by cards distributed by the dining car steward an hour But a few months ago, despite her matutinal ap

or so before the diner is open . It's a good system , as plication to the programs of calisthenics in the news

the English found out several years ago, though it papers, she found herself a bit stiff in one or two

was not functioning any too smoothly on the Limited . muscles when the day's work of cleaning forty or

When three of us marched in , as our cards provided , fifty bath tubs was over . There were unquestionably

at 6 : 15, to take our places at Table A - 8 , four in - wrinkles in her hands. So she accepted the invitation

dividualists were firmly intrenchered . I hope, never- of a beauty specialist whose newspaper advertisement

theless, that the system can be put into practice over informed her that a free clinic was available for such

here as I know of few unhappier moments than that as she. She tried to take advantage of the offer, but

of discovering, after a feeling progress through five to her discomfiture and the amazement of the beauty

or six cars, that the corridor of the diner is packed doctors her skin was fine and clear, her teeth were

like a six o 'clock subway train . sound, her eyes were bright and from her conversa
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tion in fluent Italian , French , Spanish and English it of the Army, Navy or National Guard , there is often

was obvious that she was vivacious, charming, and a lack of that precision which characterizes the march

toujours gai or very nearly. They couldn 't do much ing of our West Point cadets. But the magnificence

about the wrinkles in her hands. of uniform more than makes up for any slight tech

nical lack , and it would indeed be a captious critic who

would find fault with the appearance of the Guard .

Having held its ninety -ninth annual reception and Back in the early days, the organization was known

ball the Old Guard has at once subsided into that as the Light Guard and began its career on the Bow

lethargy which it maintains between these annual ery. In the '30s it was merged with the City Guard

functions. However, it is not quite fair to the Old and as such both continued until the Civil War when

Guard to intimate that it does nothing but give a they were absorbed by larger commands. After that

ball each year, though to do even that steadily for war the veterans of each got together and in 1868 the

ninety -nine years requires a certain amount of tenacity. Old Guard was chartered by the State of New York.

In addition , the Old Guard has become a standard For many years the annual ball was held in the old

part of any New York parade. Academy of Music , and I believe, was also at one time

Lined up in their towering bearskin shakos, wearing held in the Madison Square Garden. Still later it

their famous uniform of blue trousers and swallow was transferred to the Metropolitan Opera House .

tailed coats of white decorated with blue, red and In those days it was classed as one of the " wine

gold facings, these doughy warriors are oneof the few balls,” a slang term applied to the large public dances

links connecting New York with its past. From to which the wine merchants of the city would send

the gold tassels topping off their prodigious shakos to representatives to give away quantities of wine and

the tips of their impressive boots the members of the champagne as advertisements for their products. Natu

Old Guard have not altered for a century. rally , balls in those days were gayer and more lively

While the call to duty at parades or for the mass- affairs, but the Old Guard has managed to withstand

ing of the colors at the ball never finds the members even the rigors of prohibition , though many of the

lacking in alacrity there is not the same enthusiasm older members aver that the annual gatherings are

for drills, which are not compulsory. Thus, although not what they used to be.

all members of the organization were once members Theodore Roosevelt was a member of the Old

SA

Clifton Webb and
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Guard and at the time of his death was one of that By the way, the oyster scare seems to be finished.

venerable body's honorary members along with such Despite the sudden appearance of small cards attached

notables as King Albert, the Prince of Wales, to the cartes du jour in restaurants, which testified that

Marshals Foch , Joffre and Haig , Generals Pershing, the oysters in those restaurants were not only germless

Wood and Bullard, and until the election of President but the social equals of the best hors d 'ouvres in the

Harding, was the only President to be placed among world, people refused to eat them . The oyster deal

such honored warriors. ers, I'm told , lost millions by the typhoid talk . Some

Rarely is there a big parade in New York which restaurants even eliminated oysters from the cuisine.

is not headed by the Old Guard, their massive shakos Clamsheld on to their social tone by great effort. But

held in place by chin chains. During the war as well just as suddenly as they were tabooed , have their

as afterward it was especially busy acting as a guard brother bivalves returned in favor.

of honor to the many visiting foreign dignitaries. Last

year and the year before that the ball was held at the

Commodore, where the long ballroom gave opportu Have you observed , of late, how fastidious everyone

nity for a more impressive "massing of the colors” has become in the matter of liquor? Not only a par

than was possible at the Waldorf- Astoria , where the ticular brand, but a definite vintage and especially

ball took place this year on Friday night, February 6 . shaped bottle are now almost always demanded. We

In fact at one time during the evening it appeared sniff and scrutinize with the utmost care. What a

that a messing of the colors would be the only result. change from the first year of the Eighteenth Amend

But the Old Guard , together with the representatives ment, when cocktails were manufactured out of any

of similar veteran military organizations from nearby thing liquid , and whatever had a kick passed muster.

cities, managed to unscramble themselves in a some But we have become quite as particular to -day as we

what unmilitary fashion . After hoarse commands ever were in those dear distant times prior to July ,

and counter orders from perspiring commanders had

proved unavailing, the members were shoved into

place and reviewed by Governor Alfred E . Smith , and

all voted the exhibition a " brilliant military display.”

1920 .

Van Bibber III

Mary Hay at Ciro's
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BEHIND THE NEWS

A Slogan Haunts the Bishop necessary to speak somewhat sharply at times to certain

brethren of the cloth — for their own good , of course.
ISHOP MANNING issued a nice, vague invi

Meantime, Messrs. Tamblyn & Brown go about
tation , such as heads of households must for

their business with a fine efficiency. Daily they issue

ever be extending one of those pleasant “ drop
news stories with a punch — tales of the widow 's mite

in on us any time; we shall always be glad” invita
and of the orphan's dime— all the sweet sob stuff.

tions. He said , in appealing for funds for the building
This may not be dignified, but there is no denying

of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine, that the edi
that the seven millions it has produced are imposing,

fice would be “ A House of Prayer for All Peoples.”
especially when they do not include the Rev. Dr.

And now the phrase is being taken literally. Peo
Guthrie's five pre-dated checks.

ple are prepared to accept the invitation in droves.
Drive committees are functioning — committees for

This is very disturbing to a quiet and conservative
Protestants, committees for Catholics, trades commit

household, long accustomed to more formal social tees, and committees for the professions.

usages .
But the Tamblyn & Brown slogan stands, to the dis

John D . Rockefeller, Jr., was the first to indicate
comfiture of the Right Reverend Bishop :

that he deemed the Bishop 's invitation a definite re
“ A House of Prayer for All People.”

quest. He gave $ 500 ,000 to the building fund and
The old dispute between Fundamentalists and Mod

suggested that the Board of Trustees for St. John's,
ernists has forsaken the theological battleground for

exclusively Episcopal, should include a few laymen
the time and wages about hospitality. The conserva

of other Protestant denominations.
tives arch eyebrows at the thought that such a vague

The Bishop took themoney and murmured, in some
sentence should be construed so definitely . The lib

embarrassment, that the time was not yet ripe.
erals comment acidly that either one speaks in good

It was as though , having had the chance friend un
faith , or one does not.

expectedly telephone you that he accepted your polite Messrs. Tamblyn & Brown entertain the gentlemen

but extremely indefinite invitation , you were forced
of the press with unperturbed kindness.

by circumstance and the frowns of your severest critic
Will Rogers said lately this nation couldn't go to

to mumble an apologetic something about the painters war because it didn 't have a slogan . The Protestant

being in , or the servants having gone, or sorry , but Episcopal diocese of New York is better equipped .

Worst of all, what you hoped was a purely private It has had a slogan thrust upon it. - J . M .

conversation became public gossip , because the re

jected guest told everyone you knew about it.

The story of the Bishop's embarrassed evasion was

not given to the press by Messrs. Tamblyn & Brown,
The “ World
T

Is With Us
publicity directors for the Cathedral Fund, but by the

efficient Ivy Lee, whose deft hand controls the public As these lines are written , District Attorney Banton

relations of the Rockefeller family, the Standard Oil is involved in the study of thirteen plays that have

Company of New York, the Interborough Rapid been pointed out to him by police officials as dirty and

Transit Company and Mr. Vincent Astor. calculated to ruin the morals of the community . The

The above-mentioned Tamblyn & Brown may be glass is low and there are all the signs of an approach

blamed for issuing the original invitation, since one of ing censorship . And so , before it is too late, it would

their bright young men devised the trouble-making be well to hang the grand cord of the order of Sucker

phrase , “ A House of Prayer for All People.” It has Grandissimus about the neck of the World, which

proved an effective slogan, so effective that thus far will be entitled forevermore to point to the Democratic

it has lured into the Cathedral coffers seven of the Convention of 1924 and to the Censorship Agitation

fifteen millions needed . of 1925 as its two great contributions to the civic

Since they were retained for the explicit purpose of life of New York during the second decade of the

raising the money, Messrs. Tamblyn & Brown could Twentieth Century.

not be expected to busy themselves with matters of About two weeks ago , a dirty little play called “ A

theology , or the problems of episcopal discipline. Good Bad Woman” was produced by William A .

It is no great concern of theirs that the Right Rev- Brady at the Comedy Theatre. Its opening night

erend Doctor may be worried by such organs as the audience in part laughed and in part slept at its labori

Churchman, which inquires plaintively just what “ A ous obscenities. The play was well on its way to an

House of Prayer for All People ” might mean, and early grave. Whereupon the next day Miss Helen

adds that if itmeansonly that the doors of the Cathed - MacKellar, star of the play, let it be known that she

ral are to be open to all for meditation, it marks no intended to give up her role because of its impure

advance from existing conditions. Indeed , this re- nature.

ligious journal throws off weekly hints of implied bad But too many people remembered in time that she

faith . must have found out something of its nature during

Even the clergy of the diocese are not above saying the period of rehearsals for her protest to be quite

both privately and publicly , that an invitation is an effective in a publicity way. ( The final perfect com

invitation . Their natural reticences, if any, are over - ment on Miss MacKellar's statement is to be found in

comeby the remembrance that the Bishop has found it a news story in the Times, which reads: "Miss Mac

LU .
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Kellar . . . played the role again last night to a Beginning at the Bottom
crowded house, but with lines slightly modified . She

particularly objected to using one word , which oc- " W ELL , young man ," said the Great Editor, “ I

curred seven times in her part. On her threat to with VV suppose you want to become a writer.”

draw , the management compromised, it is said . The A timid bow signified assent.

word was struck out of four lines and allowed to “ Have you lived ? ”

stand in three.” ) “ I' m twenty -seven.”

And so , the day after the MacKellar statement, the “Of course, of course. What I mean is, have you

World brightened up its first page with a story about sinned - sinned greatly ? Have you tasted any of the

the dirty play and a picture of its producer, who was dregs of life? ”

allowed to say that he had made the production " for " Not since my last class reunion . The cocktails

a purpose .” ( The picture of Mr. Brady by the way, were terrible .”

was one of him in whatmight have been his confirma- The Great Editor frowned. It was evident my

tion suit, and the caption for it read “ For Clean obtuseness made him impatient.

Plays." ) " I'm afraid you don't understand,” he said , a

The Brady statement had been received by other bit sharply. “ I shall explain . There is no field at

newspaper offices — at the office of the Times, for ex - present for imaginative works. The reading public

ample , it was reduced to five or six lines, with the wants actuality . You must write something that has

added comment that Broadway did not take his agita - happened to you. Now ,” he broke off, “ let us consider

tion seriously and believed that his play would con - your own life. Have you ever had an illicit ro

tinue to run as long as newspapers gave space to his mance; ever stabbed your mother- in -law with a bread

denunciation of its dirty nature . knife - great title for a story like that, 'The Bread

The World , however, swallowed the Brady bait. Knife and the Butter- In ' — ever poisoned your wife? ”

And from its vigorous news treatment of the story , “ I'm not married,” I interposed.

plus its editorial denunciations, has come the agitation “ Ever eloped with a married woman ? ” he went

that has forced the District Attorney to move to action . on . “ Ever rolled drunk in the gutters ; ever been

The World , apparently just the least bit conscious, divorced because of a duchess — even a countess will

but too late, of what it has done, is beginning to de- do, if it's well written ; ever blackmailed anyone

mand a censorship by way of the Citizens' Jury , with blackmail hasn 't been done lately; ever fought a duel

which the actors are to co-operate. It holds the weird over a notorious adventuress; ever cheated at cards? ”

point of view that a jury made up of Mrs. Jays and He beamed expansively.

other great public -spirited people is superior to the “ Those are a few examples of what I mean," the

average jury drawn by the court and armed with legal Great Editor concluded . “Go out and live, my boy,

powers. and when you have a real story to tell come back .”

The business of a manager appealing to the news- I am determined to accept his advice. I shall be

papers for stories about the dirtiness of his productions gin at the bottom and work up .

is not new . Earl Carroll, last Fall, did it and met Accordingly, I wish to ask my friends not to be

with moderate success. However , he has a just griev come alarmed if they see me rolling around any of

ance when he thinks of the small amount of space he the town's better gutters. I shall be merely gathering

received in comparison with the front page headlines inspiration . They will owe it to literature to leave

and picture the World rushed to give Brady. - H .J . M . me where I lie. — James Kevin McGuinness

Cassandra Drops Into Verse

We'd break the city's unfeeling clutch

And back to good Mother Earth we'd go,

With birds and blossoms and such -and-such ,

And love and kisses and so -and- so .

We'd build a bungalow , white and green ,

With rows of hollyhocks, all sedate.

And you'd come out on the five-eighteen

And meet me down at the garden gate .

We'd leave the city completely flat

And dwell with chickens and cows and

bees,

'Mid brooks and bowers and this and that,

And joys and blisses and those and these.

We'd greet together the golden days,

And hail the sun in the morning sky.

We'd find an Eden — to coin a phrase

The sole inhabitants, you and I.

With sweet simplicity all our aim ,

We'd fare together to start anew

In peace and quiet and what's-its-name,

And soul communion, or what have you ?

But oh, my love , if we made the flight,

I see the end of our pastoral plan . . . .

Why, you'd be staying in town each night,

And I'd elope with the furnace man .

- Dorothy Parker
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OF ALL THINGS

OTTE did the best we could in the matter, and World had to run a five-column headline on the gen

with the support of all concerned . The tlemen who thought the world was going to come to

first advice received, as earnest a bit as ever an end.

was offered by an Advisory Editor, was "we ought to

have a rule against using the names usually seen in Also there didn 't seem to be much indication of

printed gossip .” A Mr. Adams, our Special Emergency purpose and we felt sort of naked in our apparent

Technical Verse Editor, said the same thing. An
aimlessness , about, we should say, as the Democratic

other fellow said it made him sick and Adams said
convention did after nominating John W . Davis and

we would be suckers to do it as a lot of people would the other fellow .

get sore, what with everybody having so many ene

mies these days. Those, practically, were his words.

So wemade a rule against mentioning any of the cur
We are going to have purposes, however, several

rent butterflies of the printed column. But it didn 't of them , and we shall start as soon as the mechanical

do any good .
details get less pressing. Collier's was twenty years

working up to that big national campaign about all the

children in the public schools having their ears washed,

The trouble is you can 't do anything about it.
or whatever it was. We won 't have a cause like that

Some things are inevitable . Mention to a contributor,
because we are not a National magazine. TheNew

somewhere in a snappy, fifteen -hundred word exposi
YORKER isn 't going to be any more National than the

tion of the aimsand purposes of The New YORKER
National Arts Club. But we'll find big, vital issues.

that you expect to use some satirical stuff and he

comes back with a piece, which (you can lay twenty
Not that we don't admire some of the National

to one on this and never work any more ) is about
magazines, especially the American Mercury and the

either Woollcott, Broun or Otto Kahn . Do what
Saturday Evening Post. With a beautiful gesture we

you will about these fellows, the publicity rolls up.
recommend both of these publications heartily . The

You might explain it by saying it is the peculiar way
most expressive writers in America write for the Post

they dress, but this would apply to only two of them .
and they do it in their most expensive manner. More

over, the magazine is utterly incorruptible. Wethink

that even Ralph Easley will back us up in declaring

A recent statistic is interesting in this connection . that the Saturday Evening Post has never once been

Of the forty persons who apply daily for jobs in the bribed by Russian gold .

editorial department of the Times, a majority want to

work in the dramatic department. Twenty- five years

ago they all wanted to be war correspondents. Fif The American Mercury, while it has no such cir

teen years ago they wanted to write “ Sun style ” and culation as the Post, is by all odds the most purely sec

be Frank O 'Malleys. Now they want to be dramatic tarian magazine there is . You may not enjoy it un

critics. The dramatic critics are the Richard Harding less you belong to Mencken 's church , but if you do

Davises and Frederick Palmers of this day. Anyone belong you will find each issue a great comfort.

can easily figure out what the race is coming to .

But still we long to be something else. Wewon 't

write expensively all the time. We will spill the
Wehad intended to say earlier that you could have

beans once in awhile, and we will say what is on our
slapped us in the face with a wet blanket, or what mind, if any, no matter what the subject happens to

ever the saying is, when we saw the first issue. We be.be. On days that we haven 't any ideas we won 't

were as astonished and alarmed as anybody else at the
pretend that we have. At such times we will want

tone of levity and farce that seemed to pervade it and
to appear as inconsequential as we are.

we hadn 't intended to look so much like Judge and

Life ( to name those papers out of their regular se

quence for once) . Above all we don 't want to be taken as a humorous

magazine. Being funny when you don 't feel like it

is like editing the Nation when you are feeling good.

We certainly weren't as serious as we had prom

ised or as momentous as we had thoughtwewould be.

Wehad intended to print a great deal of news stuff, And we won 't aim to please . If we happen to

for instance, and have been roundly condemned for please we shall not apologize, but we are not in

not doing it. All we can say is that wehad some of that vast army of bores struggling frantically to give

the best reporters in the city looking for news and the people what they want. There may be money

they reported that there wasn 't any. That was the in such a struggle , but we are not even sure of that.

week of the great drought, you remember, when the It is our suspicion that the New York public is gen
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The Good Bad Showman

erally tolerant, but that it does not easily forgive

those who are trying to uplift it and those who are

breaking their necks to give it what it wants.

thing we feel quite sure: if we ever run out of things

to say, just for the fun of saying them , we expect

to close up this little playhouse and go to work.

Broadway almost died a few years ago, with this

particular kind of broken neck . It was rescued , as

you may remember, by some little groups of undis-

tinguished people who quit aiming to please and

aimed to play instead . The Theater Guild is one

result of those experiments.

Charges that we have stolen the name of the maga
zine from the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, the

signature of one of our important departments from

a collar concern , the title of this department from

Robert C . Benchley, one of our departments from

F . P . A ., and several letters and telegrams from

Dubuque will be answered later.

Wemay not do as much for the magazine world .

We don 't know that we're aiming to. But of one The New Yorker
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THE STORY OF MANHATTANKIND
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HERE were six million stand. It made the game altogether too easy .

people within the bounds of One of the great issues was the McAvoy report.

the Greater City , three mil- Nobody, it seems, read this report, but everybody

lion of whom operated taxi- claimed that he was acquainted with its gist. Un

cabs. This accounts for the doubtedly the report had a gist and they had probably

saying that one half the peo - seen its picture in the illustrated News. It made a

ple didn 't know where the dandy issue, at any rate, for a political campaign and

other half lived . What is Mayor Hylan 's address to the Board of Estimate , upon

more , it did no good to tell his return from Palm Beach , became incorporated in

them . The driver charged the literature of the period under the caption of

fifteen cents for the first quarter of a mile, and five " Spartacus to the Gladiators.”

cents for each subsequent sortie in the wrong direc “ Ye Craigs and Piques !” he began , “ I am with

tion . Eventually the passenger got out and took an - you once again .” Accounts differ as to what hap

other taxi, but it was too late by this time to go home; pened next; but they heard the noise out in Patchogue,

so he had himself taken to whatever bootlegger the Long Island , and thought it was the end of the

man happened to be hustling for. world. It was more than a riot: it was a revolution .

The bootleggers were cautious. They always sus - Millions who had been following the Green Line to

pected a customer of being a prohibition agent unless Times Square now decided to follow the Cloud to

some taxi driver was willing to vouch for him . The Hollywood. Others left their taxicabs in midstream

customers were equally cagey, always demanding posi- and began to walk a mile for a camel, singing as

tive assurance from the taxi man that the stuff was they went that nothing could take the place of leather.

genuine. "Now is the time," wrote John D . Rockefeller,

The extreme secrecy of these proceedings made Jr., to Bishop Manning, " for all good men to come

complete enforcement difficult, but unless a stranger to the aid of the grand old party .” And the bishop

could find a taxicab, he was often unable to get a replied with those memorable words: “ If garters were

drink. Not that New York meant to be mean , but worn around the neck, you'd change them fre

if he was unable to find a taxicab, it was generally quently .” It was thus'that democracy once more as

agreed that he had had enough . serted itself, and “ Abie's Irish Rose ” became the

Prohibition never became an issue in the politics of Fourth Leading Industry. “ Abie 's Irish Rose” was a

the time. The people understood prohibition, and they play. The theory that it was written by Henry Ford

never made an issue of anything they could under - is now thoroughly discarded. — Sawdust •

METROPOLITAN MONOTYPES

Imbibed in the middle of the day .

She wants to go to the Algonquin for luncheon ,

And is convinced that every taxi driver she draws

Has been out of Sing Sing about twenty minutes.

She is always cashing a check for fifty dollars

And wondering where on earth her money goes.

She calls her husband on long distance

To find out if he and the children are still alive

And whether or not Katie cleaned the silver .

Four or five days bring her to bicarbonate of soda

And a bewilderment as to how New Yorkers keep it

IT takes all kinds

I To make a town like ours.

There is, for instance,

The Woman Who Is Here on a Bat.

She puts in every possible moment at the theatre ,

And laments bitterly having ordered all her tickets in

advance ,

Because “ The Guardsman” wasn 't half as good

As Amy Smithers had led her to believe,

And nobody in Boston had mentioned

The necessity of seeing Al Jolson .

About the third day of her sojourn

It dawns on her that her hat is All Wrong ,

So she replaces the little bow at the back

With a fat French rose , or what-you -will.

She is having the time of her life

And feels like a perfect devil

Dining out with a beau of her debutante days,

Puffing awkwardly at cigarettes

Through the longest holder in the world ,

And getting a bit giddy from an unaccustomed cock

tail

up .

She leaves twenty-four hours ahead of her schedule ,

After telephoning the dressmaking shop

That she will get along without a final fitting.

A sudden and explicable reversion to type

Just a good wife and mother !

It takes all kinds

To make a town like ours.

- Baird Leonard
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Princess Alice

C HE can take a bridge hand and play it well, but young Countess with her European notions who dis

poker is her game. She is one of the few turbed the head of the family in the White House.

women in America who does not draw to inside Marguerite had been introduced to Washington as

straights. Nick , of course, taught her this unfeminine the niece of the ambassador. She was beautiful and

point. But Alice learned. That is the idea . As the she was clever. The imperial Russian embassy in

sands of the desert are the loyal poker- playing hus - those days was the brightest spot in Washington. But

bands who have thrown away the best years of their one day it came out that Marguerite wasn 't Cassini's

lives in the forlorn hope that their wives could assimi- niece at all — wasn 't a countess or even a Cassini.

late just such a precept of the game. This was too continental entirely . The Count ex

You must excuse the intimate “ Alice” and “ Nick.” plained, but left town and in a year or so the "Count

It is a way the Washingtonians have with Mr. and ess ” was taking in sewing in Italy.

Mrs. Longworth — or to be But Ruth Hanna re

exact,Mr. Longworth and mained , and remains still

Alice Roosevelt. If all the until March 4 - in Wash

women were like Alice ington . She is the wife of

there would be no Lucy Medill McCormick, the

Stone League. ( 1 ) No oc retiring senator from Il

casion : Alice Roosevelt has linois . To her Alice turned

been married for nineteen when dazed by her father 's

years and she is still Alice death . To her she turned

Roosevelt, by operation of last summer when the re

natural phenomena. ( 2 ) cent birthday event first ac

No desire : She prefers the knowledged its approach .

style of Mrs. Nicholas Announcement of the

Longworth . When she Longworth baby's coming

wishes to be Alice anything was the biggest news in

and can have her own way Washington since Teapot

she is Alice Longworth , Dome. The buzz of gossip

not Alice Roosevelt Long before its arrival described

worth . an interrogation point as

This is not because she is tall as the Washington

trying to live down her monument. “ How did

past. It springs from a de Alice Roosevelt Longworth
Alice like it? ” Ah , there

licacy about trading on the was rumor on rumor. Fi

Roosevelt name. The Roosevelt-Robinson stuff does nally, one woman who could bear the uncertainty no

not go in this quarter. longer went to Mrs. Longworth and asked her. Alice

She is still the Princess Alice. It is astonishing in knew her woman . She concealed the delight which

a way — how the capers of that vivid girl of twenty everyone who really knew her knew she felt, and re

some years ago have left their impress on the woman plied, in a quizzical way that she has, that she was

of to-day who has her first grey hairs and her first always willing to try anything once .

baby. Alice Roosevelt was the first woman in Wash - “ And what in the world did she mean ,” demanded

ington to smoke in public and the first to have her the estimable old ferret, “ when she spoke of the ex

monogram on her cigarettes. She was among the first pected as her 'grand baby'? ”

to drive an automobile and to drive it too fast to suit The lady would have been worse confounded had

the constabulary. she understood Alice rightly.

The Countess Marguerite Cassini taught Alice to What Mrs. Longworth really said was her “ gland

smoke, and in a roundabout way the Count Cassini, baby.”

Russian ambassador and dean of the diplomatic corps, Washington's buzz of intense interest was echoed

lost his job on that account. Alice, the Countess and by the country when the news of Paulina's birth

Ruth Hanna, old Mark 's daughter, were as thick as was broadcast. The A . P . fashed it from Chicago

could be. T . R . and Senator Hanna didn 't get along, as that ponderous service would the announcement

but this wasn 't held against Ruth. It was the Ay of a President's death . On the floor of the House
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Nick was accorded an ovation, surprising in that it Colombia would be indemnified and it would be pie

was generously real and spontaneous. for our petroleum magnates.

For every newspaper it was a front page story . A Anyhow , Harding scarcely had been sworn in when

White House Baby had been born, born to the purple, a resolution was introduced in the Senate to pay Co

nineteen years after her mother had left the White lombia the $ 25,000,000 . It had all the earmarks of

House . No such romantic glamor spun about the mysterious prearrangement. Alice sat in the Senate

children of the Wilson girls, even though those happy gallery, as she often does, when the vote was taken .

events took place in the White House itself, and the Senator Lodge, Roosevelt's lifelong friend , voted for

grandfather of the youngsters was President. The the resolution . His support put it across.

nation reserved its rejoicing for the delivery of an A few minutes later Alice passed Mr. Lodge in a

heir to the Princess Alice ; for the daughter of T . R . corridor as she hurried from the capitol.

She is still the Princess Alice and she succeeds by “Good afternoon , Alice,” beamed the old Senator.

means which would be the ruin of others to attempt. “Good afternoon, Mr. Wobbly,” said Theodore

She does no official entertaining, gives no large parties, Roosevelt's daughter.

returns no calls. She breaks every rule in the book Some women will tell you that Alice Roosevelt is

and in Washington the rules count. Yet an invita- without sentiment; that she is ruthless and cruel. Men

tion to the Longworths is more prized by the dis - make few such complaints. Certainly Mrs. Long

criminating than an invitation to the White House. worth has the friendship and the confidence of men

Mrs. Longworth gives no guest lists to the papers. high in public life who care little for women .

She keeps her own name out of the published guest Some years back there was a brilliant Senator, now

lists of others when she can . dead, who was a power in national affairs. He had

An invitation to the Longworths is likely to come no use for women - Alice Roosevelt being almost the

over the telephone: sole exception. The Senator lived alone, too much

“ Come over for dinner. Nick will feel like play- alone, and was given to long, solitary sprees impelled

ing to- night.” by introspection and a matured belief in the general

Mr. Longworth is a dilettante in politics. Other futility of life . Once in a tight place his counsel

wise how could he have put up with it so long ? For was needed in the Senate, but the Senator was on one

recreation he plays a violin and could make a living of his toots. No one could do anything with him .

at it if he had a living to make. Alice Roosevelt got in her automobile, drove to the

If she does not feel like dressing, Alice- not the Senator's house and obliged the protesting butler to

butler - may receive her guests at the door in a produce his employer. Alice bundled him into the

Chinese silk outfit something like a swell set of pa- car and took him to her home, where Nick sobered up

jamas. She will sit on her feet on a tiger skin before the confused statesman.

the fire and smoke while Nick , after a wearing day It is too bad for the Roosevelt political dynasty

on the floor of the House , fiddles with complete ab- that Alice wasn 't a boy. She is the smartest Roose

straction . Colonel Roosevelt shot the tiger skin in velt there is left - the old Colonel's daughter in more

Africa . Presumably there was a tiger in it. ways than one. She has a quick , inquiring, original

Heavy politics are played at the Longworth house and penetrating mind especially equipped to cope with

and Alice sits in . The Longworth place is the nearest political situations for which she has an instinctive

thing to a salon that Washington has. Alice liking. Her flair for phrases is feared and

Longworth never made a speech in her life famous. That “ Coolidge looks as if he had

and never gave an interview . She was not a been weaned on a pickle ” is an Aliceism .

suffrage advocate, never joined a woman's She is a great friend of the Coolidges ,

club, never is sponsor for or a member of the though, especially Mrs. Coolidge, who is all

“ honorary committee ” of this or that great right, and who probably has laughed at the

movement. She dumbfounded a worthy lady pickle epigram if she has ever heard it.

once by lightly declining to join the mighty Alice goes to prize fights with her husband

Daughters of the American Revolution . Yet or her half brothers. At a White House gar

in her imperceptible way she is one of the den party last Spring she shook a crowd of

most influential women in Washington . She notables and took young T . R . and a naval

knows men , measures and motives; has an officer into a corner and started an argument

understanding grasp of their changes. That's about fights and fighters. For Alice has al

all there is to what is grandiosely known as most as intimate acquaintance with the ring

" public affairs” - and all there is to under sters as Mr. Rickard.

standing them . A great affection exists between young

With all her strength she opposed , though T . R . and his half sister. She is genuinely in

unsuccessfully , the payment of $ 25,000 ,000 terested in her brother 's public career. Last

as reparations to the United States of Colom election day she and Nick had gone to Cin

bia for the Panama Canal. Roosevelt called cinnati to vote. That is about the only thing

Colombia 's demand blackmail and after he they ever go there for. Alice telephoned

left office defeatëd several efforts to pay it. Oyster Bay three times that night to find out

But in 1920 old T . R . was dead and Ameri how young Teddy was coming against Al

can oilmen wanted the Colombian oil fields. Smith .

Harry Daugherty is supposed to have fixed it, It is too bad. A smart woman like Alice

up at Chicago so that if Harding went over 7 deserves a brighter brother. — Quid

olitical situaticmind especial
lycs

, inquirin
g
, o
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The Glass of Fashion — A pleasant little fiction practiced when only a

few of the invited guests turn up for dinner
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MR. BELASCO IS OUR SHEPHERD ; WE SHALL NOT WANT

HeMaketh Us to Lie Down With Loose Women ; HeLeadeth Us Beside the Rio Grande

[R . HOLBROOK BLINN , as Don thermore, both are Mexicans. Dolores, however, has

Jose Maria Lopez y Tostado, and Miss Seen the Light and loves an upright young American

Judith Anderson , as Dolores Romero, gambler (as who wouldn 't in her place? ) and Don

in Willard Mack's “ The Dove," at Jose 's hand -to -shoulder kisses ( m -m - m -buss -m - m -m

the Empire Theatre. It is Mr. Be- buss- m -m -m ) are extremely distasteful to her.

lasco's third hit of the season . The audience is fooled into believing that it is wit

Don Jose is a low , carnal-minded caballero with a nessing a fine old- fashioned melodrama until the last

40 -inch waist and oil-wells. Dolores is just a simple two minutes of the play when the Big Surprise is

little blue -ribbon (i.e., undefiled ) cabaret singer in sprung. The villain exhibits an inconsistency of char

the Purple Pigeon Café in Mexicana,Mexico. Fur- acter, as no old -fashioned villain ever did .
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OYS, boys, what a week in the theatre this last naughty , naughty Witch Doctor such a mad on them . )

one has been. Fun ! Well, we thought we'd They are to die “ before the big rain ,” one after

die, and it would have been just that much vel- another, the hero, played by Mr. James Rennie , last

vet, too. Those two plays, alone, which were pro - of all. No sooner is the curse pronounced than actors

duced last Monday and Tuesday nights respectively begin dropping like flies, and, if the author had only

would make it a week in dramatic history that should done right by the idea , you would be just as absorbed

be marked with a white stone. Or if the week isn 't, as the hero in his endeavors to guard the health of the

then the playwrights ought to be. gentleman whose turn comes just before his own.

The dramas are, reading from right to left, “ Cape But it is quite wonderful how you don 't care.

Smoke" and "Houses of Sand.” And if they aren 't a Maybe, though, this is not entirely the playwright's

couple of little rascals, we are an Eagle Scout. If fault; maybe it is that all suspense is removed by your

you will just keep the same seats and put away those inner certainty that, with the scarcity of good actors

sling-shots, we will tell you all about them , and then these days, they couldn't possibly be such fools as to

where will you be? let anything serious happen to Mr. Rennie. You

" Cape Smoke” — we gathered that the title is taken always know that everything is going to turn out just

from the name of a drink, but we are open all night dandy, and he will go safely home to Dorothy Gish ,

to argument— is a melodrama with the South African at the end.

veldt as its locale. We are among those who are al- The management has inserted a pleading note in

ways in favor of anything the scene of which is laid the program , asking you not to tell how the play ends,

in South Africa . Give us a play that starts with a no matter how much your friends tease you. We

group of nostalgic Englishmen - of good family — couldn't, therefore, give away the big surprise of the

sitting about in white suits, cursing the heat and drink - last act: but— you know how we are with a secret

ing themselves to death , and the thing gets into our if you ask us pretty , maybe we will whisper just a

blood to that degree that we begin making big plans word to give you an idea of it. “ Terrible” would be

to give up the struggle and go native. “ Cape Smoke” our selection .

begins like that, and we were all set for the hap- In response to cheers, on the opening nght, the

piest evening we had had for, in round numbers, these author made a speech stating that he had been working

many months. on “ Cape Smoke” since 1908. History has been made,

And then something went during those — just a minute

democratic. Pardon our pointing, seventeen years; wars have racked

but it was the author, Mr. the world , kingdomshave crashed

Walter Frost. Given a perfectly The New Plays to ruin , genius has waved high its

grand melodramatic idea, he has
Exiles. At the Neighborhood. James

torch, our bathroom ceiling has

turned out a play that leaves you Jovce's o been fixed. And through it all,

as free from thrills as if you were there has sat Mr. Frost, biting his
Cape SMOKE. At the Martin Beck.

at home in your own bed . pencil and thinking up such lines
An incredibly noisy melodrama of

Occasionally, by peering around as “ I was never more serious.”
crime in South Africa , thus filling a

the close - studded ham of the dia long Veldt want. There is grave doubt that the

logue and the situations, you can
Natja. At the Knickerbocker. One

week's other gem , “ Houses of

catch tantalizing glimpses of that Sand," written by Mr., Mrs., or
of those musical comedies, but with

noble original notion . Four men ,
music by Tschaikowski.

Miss G .Marion Burton — lay you

three villains and the hero, are eight to five it 's Miss— will still

cursed by a native Witch Doctor.
HOUSES OF Sand. At the Hudson.

be on exhibition at the Hudson
“ Brown of Harvard” and “ Madame

( Perhaps it was that we had come
Butterfly" stirred together to sweeten

Theatre when these few poor

direct from the cold street into
to taste . But whose ? scraps meet your eye. There was

the cozy Martin Beck Theatre, or that about it which made those
TANGLETOES. At the 39th Street. An

perhaps it was thatwe became lost gathered quietly at the bedside on
unintentionally funny play, about

in the shadowy corrdors of expo
an ex-chorus girl in the suburbs,who

the night it was born realize it

sition at the beginning of the goes desperately back to the white was not long for this world .

play; but at any rate the Sand lights when her young husband gets For it was the sort of race

man came to call, and so it was a poem published in the " Bookman ." drama in the last act of which

that we never did grasp just what Mr. Paul Kelly turns out to have

the boys had done to give the = = é Japanese blood. — Last Night
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AND THEY DO SAY ~

o n the eve of Eddie Cantor's departure for Bos -

ton in his “ Kid Boots” , Jobyna Howland, who

has been a part of that entertainment since shortly

after the days when the Bronx was down in Union

Square, wrenched herself loose from the troupe and

booked passage for Europe. The altercations between

herself and Mr. Cantor had kept Forty -second Street

nervous for weeks, apprehending assault and battery

and possibly mayhem . Miss Howland had resigned

haughtily almost every Saturday, to be soothed each

time with roses from Mr. Ziegfeld . Finally one of

her resignations took and Ada Lewis leaped into the

breeches.

The legends surrounding this actress, who has the
figure of Juno and the voice of Jove , are accumu-

lating so fast that a book about her seems inevitable .

That book will have to include the item of her recent

revenge on Laurette Taylor . At a party the two sat

within reach and Miss Howland took it into her head

thatMiss Taylor was ignoring her. She smouldered

for a time and then , with a most heavenly smile,

leaned forward , bowed , caught Miss Taylor girl

ishly by the hand , and murmured : “ Miss Chatterton ,

is it not? ”

to -heart talk on the settee in the hall — just two girls

together who had not been precisely bosom friends

during the long run of " The Gold Diggers” , but who

had come together at last in a common resentment of

its producer. They were burying the hatchet in Mr.

Belasco's neck. And they were having a real good

time until Morris Gest, who had been prowling un

easily on the periphery of this chat, fell upon them

like a typhoon .

For, among the emotions which that impresario

really does feel is a true hero worship for his father

in -law and, in blistering language, he told Miss How

land what he thought of her, how low was his esti

mate of her both as an artiste and as a lady, how un

worthy he considered her even to black the boots of

Wizardry. It was a magnificent philippic and when

he had reached its peroration , Gest turned to sweep

effectively from a house so polluted. But here diffi

culty cropped up. He could not find his hat — his

famous, black velour hat which has saluted so many

critics in its time. Hewas ready for his great exit but

the effect was destroyed by the necessity of searching

the apartment first.

That search , in which every one joined with dis

maying heartiness, proved fruitless until some one de

duced, by a Sherlockian process of elimination , that

there was only one place where the hat could be. That

deduction led embarrassingly to the person of Miss

Howland who was, all unconsciously, sitting firmly

upon the missing headpiece. — Dr. Winkle

And then there is the story of her spoiling Morris

Gest's exit. It was at another party, where Miss

Howland and Ina Claire were having a good heart-

THE HOUR GLASS

The Unscaleable Craig Militancy's Daughter

That gentleman whom Mayor A strain of militancy runs through

Hylan occasionally calls, for mo her family . Emmeline Pankhurst

mentary want of epithet, “Mr. achieved greatness in her time by her

Comptroller,” has a face and a bald , ardor for the cause of woman suf

polished head which gleam like a frage. ( It would be interesting to

boiled lobster . Hehas, also , at times know whether she exercises her vote
Charles L . Christabel

the unamiable disposition of thatCraig
to -day.)Pankhurst For Christabel, the road to

crustacean . Fame has not been paved with loose

Charles L . Craig is no Lionel— Strongheart or stones suitable for heaving at convenientGovernment

Barrymore— in form . Squatted cross-legged and suit- officials, or buildings. She has had to make her bid as

ably robed — one hesitates at the implied indignity — a revivalist, and militant religion enlists no followers

he could lead a semi-religious cult. nowadays among the first families anywhere.

The man suffers the one great handicap to a politi- Only one generation in the Pankhurst line separates

cal career: He has been known to think on small pro - a demonstration in the Strangers' Galleries of Parlia

vocation . He commands even the respect of his sub- ment from the much -thumped pulpit usually occupied

ordinates ; when one remembers that these are all city by the Rev. John Roach Straton , but now given over

employees, themarvel is great. Whatever plan finally to Christabel's contralto denunciations of the world ,

is adopted out of the many offered in the present or her soprano prophecies of its doom .

transit donnybrook , assuredly it will be found that She is a mild enough person in repose — as most

Mr. Craig 's does not agree with Mr. Hylan 's. This English women are. She dresses with Victorian mod

is his greatest work. esty , without its pomp. She smiles from eyes whose

Once speaking to a genial aide, Mr. Craig re color is hard to determine; perhaps they are grey .

marked , “ Nobody with my brains ever can be presi- She looks anything but what she is — a crusader in

dent; anybody with your disposition is sure to be.” an age of taxicabs.
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A CERTAIN LADY

D O M ORA Y FRIEND, Mrs. Legion , is one are all too short for her to complete her business. She

of those few , as tradition numbers is always late for her appointments, rushing in a bit

them , who are New Yorkers by breathless, almost embarrassingly apologetic for those

birth . This gives her an apprecia - things that lack of time has forced her to leave un

ble edge on the parvenus who are done. You simply must excuse the way she looks, but

Manhattanites only by migration . she didn 't have a minute to get her hair waved, or,

The Legions occupy an apartment goodness, she must try to crowd in a manicure some

on upper Riverside Drive, in a building called “ The how , or for heaven's sake, remind her to stop at the

Emdor” — an apt and amicable blending of the name baker 's on her way home— she didn 't have a second all

of the owner's wife, Emma, with thatof his daughter, morning. Her life is passed in an oddly imperceptible

Doris. Thus, at one crack , are any possible hard feel- process known as " getting around" to things, - get

ings averted , and a happy literary effect achieved . ting around to answer a letter, getting around to hav

“ Isn 't it a cute idea ? ” Mrs. Legion asks you, when ing her fur coat done over , getting around to having

she has explained the origin of the title . “ Isn 't it," a talk with Junior's teacher.

you answer, without an interrogation point. And And then , of course, there is all her shopping to do.

there you both are, ready to start all over again . Mrs. Legion 's shopping has never yet reached a stage

Shortly - oh , anywhere from seven to ten minutes even approaching completion . Rarely a day passes

- after she has met you, Mrs. Legion is supplying you that she must not visit the stores, if not to purchase,

with all the ground floor information as to why she then to look around and get an idea or so. To look at

lives on Riverside Drive, instead of Park Avenue, her, you realize instantly that it must indeed take time

There is all the sun they get, and that big kitchen , and and thought and research for her to assemble her cos

the superintendent is so obliging, and just look how tumes, to get them so faithfully like those worn by all

convenient the busses are. Not for worlds, she prom - other women of her circumstances. Mrs. Legion and

ises you , would she dwell in any other section of the her friends dress with the uniformity of the Tiller

city. Yet, oddly enough — just about enough she girls. Their hats are of the same shape and worn at

may be found frequently inspecting and pricing Park the sameangle, their coiffures meticulously alike, their

Avenue apartments, and hopefully calling up real es - dresses follow one another closely in material and

tate agents to inquire if the rents in that part of town design , their shoes are of the same last. Not until

have taken a change for the better since her last she has sedulously effaced all traces of individuality

inquiry. does Mrs. Legion feel that she is smart enough to ap

Although she lives as far from Park Avenue as pear in public .

it is possible to do and still keep out of Jersey, Mrs. Duties aside, Mrs. Legion must have her fun , being

Legion is cozily conversant of all the comings and only human. Her good times consist in meeting her

goings, or what have you, of the Avenue dwellers. women friends almost daily , either at her house or at

Breathlessly she pursues the society notes in the one of theirs, and having a real old - fashioned talk .

daily papers ; promptly on their days of publica - Sometimes this is staged over the bridge table, some

tion she buys the magazines deal times over the Mah Jong tiles,

ing with the activities of the sometimes a bit of silky and lacy

socially elect. Only drop a hat, sewing. The Legion school of

and she can give you anything you conversationalists deals entirely

want to know in the way of dates, with personalities, nor does it fear

and maiden names, and who mar to probe deep into the intimate

ried whom , and how they are get affairs of absent acquaintances.

ting along, if any. She employs Detailed stories of miserable mat

nicknames, in referring to mem rimony and racking separation , of

bers of the favored few hundred, lingering illness and agonizing

with an easy casualness that gives childbirth and ancestral insanity ,

her remarks a truly homey flavor. of heartbreak and poverty and de

Naturally , it eats into her time sertion burble melodiously from

to keep so admirably posted on the ladies' cool, smooth , expen

these matters. And Mrs. Legion sively rouged lips.

is pretty hard pressed for time. The talk is interrupted by the

You might think, with her hus serving of a lavish and imagina

band earning a cheery income, tive tea , of which Mrs. Legion

with Junior and Barbara safely partakes generously . She is al

in school, and a pleasant suffic ways going to begin dieting next

iency of maids — two will do it Monday morning.

nicely — around the apartment, For her further diversion , there

that Mrs. Legion's life would fol are literature and the drama. Mrs.

low the course made celebrated by Legion is by her own admission a

the proverbial Riley ; but the days great reader. She has long been a
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memberof the circulating library contained in the sta - attended and faithfully quoted: along about the sixth

tioner's nearest her. She is saved the wear and tear of or seventh, only the first row of gilt chairs is occupied .

selecting appropriate reading matter — there is the nic - Mrs. Legion has looked on this world for some

est girl there, who knows just the sort of thing she thirty -seven years, and she has not failed to draw

likes. Mrs. Legion can seldom tell you the title of a conclusions. So clear are her views that she can dis

book she reads, and never the author's name, but she miss any subject with a single sentence . Of politics,

can always give you a pretty comprehensive résuméof she says that Mrs. Coolidge is awfully sweet looking,

the plot. She likes a book because there is the cutest girl and they say she is very popular in Washington . Of

in it, or the most attractive man, or because the author the unemployment situation, that these beggars you

says the rawest things, — well, my dear, simply noth - see in the streets all have big bank accounts and prob

ing is left to your imagination . And the lifting of ably most of them own tenement buildings. Of

any strain on the imagination is regarded , in the married life, that she honestly believes that Fred

Legion circle , as the king of assets. Legion would eat steak every night if you'd give it

In the theatre , she likes best to patronize, even to him . Of the race question , that these Swedes and

though she must wait weeks to obtain desirable seats, Irish girls are so independent that she has half a mind

those exhibits which she euphemistically describes as to get a couple of darkie servants. Of art and belles

" my dear, they say it's the most off-color thing you lettres, that she wouldn't live in Greenwich Village

ever saw . I do hope the police don't stop it before we if you gave her the place. Of motherhood , that it

can get tickets.” She does not care for drama of the certainly is hard to know how to dress children when

drab, the every-day, or the underworld . As she says, they're at that awkward age. Of the relation of the

she does love to see pretty clothes. sexes, that it's terrible what women have to go through

Sporadically, Mrs. Legion goes in for culture in a in this world .

really big way, and signs up for a course of lectures
My friend, Mrs. Legion . Heiress of the ages.

on Flemish paintings or current events or interior

decoration. The first lecture of the series is largely - Dorothy Parker

THE TRANSIT SITUATION

Editor's Note : The New YORKER will publish There was a time when a free American citizen

from time to time articles on important public prob- could take a drink or leave it as he saw fit, but now

lems, written by recognized experts in their respective he just has to take it. Formerly the Constitution fol

fields. This first article we believe will give our read - lowed the fag. To-day the flask follows the Con

ers a clearer understanding of the complex transit stitution . I do not wish to be unduly severe on Mr.

situation that has recently been under investigation by Coolidge, but it is time to call a halt. Hands off

Judge McAvoy. Mr. Levy, the author of the ar - the pants of the Princeton boys Mr. President!

ticle, traveled for years on the west side subway. Statistics, are always illuminating and instructive,

More recently he has been a daily passenger on the but in this case they tell only part of the story. Sup

Ninth Avenue “ L . ” It will be seen , therefore, that pose you take the Leviathan and stand it on its end

his knowledge of the subject has been obtained at first and place it next to the Woolworth Building — what

hand . LetMr. Levy tell his story in his own way. then ? The result would be ridiculous however you

looked at it.

THE transit situation in New York City which Then there is the question of a Municipal Art

I for many years has been a problem and a nui Center. The plans provide for a magnificent group

sance is rapidly becoming a menace. Owing to the
enace. Owing to the of buildings up near the Jerome Park reservoir .

peculiar geographical formation of Manhattan Island , There are to be about a dozen rooms, each equipped

travel is necessarily longitudinal rather than lateral. with a piano, where the poor children of the slums

Let us look at a few figures : almost any figures can go to practice music. It is a grand idea. The

will do Let us look for instance at the export of soul starved Paderewskis and Hoffmans of the East

plain ( or unvarnished ) hemo from Bolivia for 1905. Side can dash into the subway when school adjourns

Wehave the incredible total of 84,715,906 pounds. at three o' clock , and arrive at the Art Center at four

Talk about figures! This hemp was transported al in time to practice for an hour or so , provided there

most entirely in foreign bottoms.
are not more than five or six hundred other infant

This bringsme to the third point I wish to make. prodigies in line, waiting to use the dozen or so pianos.

The President of the United States recently criticised If New York is not populated entirely by virtuosos
If

three Princeton students because of the way their in another generation it will not be the fault of the

trousers were hanging, and suggested that they wear
Art Center.

suspenders. It will be recalled that the last Demo In this article I have been able to hit only the high

cratic President was at one time President of Prince spots. I have not touched on the Dual contracts at

ton . The inference is obvious. There has been too all. What, by the way, are the Dual Contracts ?

much interference with personal liberty already.
- Newman Levy
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“Genuine Queen Anne, sir. Note the leg ."

“ Ah, yes — but I never really knew the Queen , you know ."

Make It Universal The labor agitator's speech : " Menace to our

liberty.” (Variation A .)

The capitalist's speech : Menace to our lib

erty .” ( Variation B .)

Speaking in school: “ Breathes there. . . ."

“ Friends, Romans. . . .” “ The boy stood. . . ."

“ Abou. . . .”

(f ) The ship 's concert: “ Mighty Lak a . . . ."

“ It Isn 't Raining. . . . " "MyRom . . . ." " Rocked

And there are some Italian operas which might best

be rendered by a single soprano gurgle and trill.

But I must stop somewhere, and leave something to

the compiler of the code book. — Leonard Hatch

Similes of New York , N . Y .

I DON ' T know Ernest F . Hubbard , who wrote a

1 piece called “ A Boon to Babbitts” in the first num

ber of The New YORKER. But in loyalty, from now

on I' m his man Friday (not to mention Sat., Sun.,

Mon., etc. — in fact all the week ) because he has de

vised that code scheme whereby any after-dinner

speech can be reduced to a word or two by a mutually

understood code.

To my thinking, Mr. Hubbard, your scheme is

simply elegant. The sooner it comes, and the longer

it stays the better. But why stop where you did ? Why

not let this kernel swell, bud , bloom , fruit, and ever -

lastingly ramify ? May I suggest a few ways in which

the same idea of substituting for pre-ordained words

may be applied ? Very well:

(a ) Have the ship news reporter simply say

“What? ” — meaning the questions on page 27 of

the code book.

(b ) Let the departing guestmurmur “ Thanks”

to his host, or write the word instead of a b -and -b

letter .

(c ) “Who ?” could stand for “Who's your

bootlegger? Is he reliable ? What does he charge ?

How can I get in touch with him ? ”

( d ) It would save time in swapping yarns to

begin “ It seems there was . . ." and then mention

some specific pages between pp. 314 -763 in the as

bestos supplement. Or “ Djeva hear the one about

the . . . Page 612 ? ” In that way a crowd could

get through a round of stories in three minutes in

stead of an hour and a quarter.

( e) Extend the plan from after -dinner

speeches to all speeches and gatherings, as :

The political speech : " Alarm . . . pride.

Peepul."

As suspicious looking as a street car conductor din

ing in the Automat.

As cross -eyed as a man who has just met a friend
arriving from the double gates in the Pennsylvania

station .

Like asking a New Yorker your way in New York.

Necessary as curtains in apartments level with the
“ L ."

Scarce as hen's teeth or a cottage on Park Avenue.

As unnoticed as fire engine bells or church chimes.

Changes color like a chameleon or an independent

taxi.

Hopeful as a commuter of a whole third act.

- F . D .

The Optimist

Pop: A man who thinks he can make it in par .

Johnny: What is an optimist, Pop?
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MUSIC

UARTER- TONES have arrived , chaperoned Another ballerina of the near past was Angna En

by Carlos Salzedo, E . Robert Schmitz and other ters who exhibited “ compositions in dance form ."

enterprising musicians who sponsor the Inter- With the assistance of the charming Rosalind Fuller ,

national Referendum Concerts. ( There is, by the Miss Enters made a gay evening at the Greenwich

way, more initiative than referendum in these func- Village Theatre and delighted an audience which

tions. ) ran from evening clothes to the nameless garments

The quarter- tones were demonstrated on two pi- of Sheridan Square. Miss Enters is not, convention

anos, tuned, if the word may be used, a quarter of a ally speaking, a dancer. She is a musical pantomimist,

tone apart. Two compositions of Charles E . Ives and and someof her " compositions, such as a series of

a movement from a sonata by Hans Barth were the primitive poses to music by Frescobaldi, are remark

vehicles for the revelation, the players of dissonant able projections ofmood. Her art still is in the form

pianos being Sigmund Klein and Mr. Barth . The re- ative stage, but Angna Enters may develop into a new

sult sounded like bargain day in a piano ware room . force in the hopelessly formalized regions of the

Mr. Ives's output had a whole -tone flavor; and Mr. dance.

Barth 's was diatonic alla tedesca. Consequently , there

was no quarter- tone music, but three compositions Of making of guest conductors there is no end.

were played on two divergently adjusted instruments. The Philharmonic Orchestra has played host to

The general effect was enhanced by a certain lack of Messrs. Stravinsky and Furtwaengler. The New

team -work among the demonstrators, but who shall York Symphony has welcomed Mr. Golschman and

say that this was not part of the game? sped him on his way and even now plays under the

transient wand of Mr. Walter. The Philadelphia

Orchestra has had a tour with Mr. Van Hoogstraten ,

Gluck's “ Alceste,” which frequently is mentioned spelling Mr. Stokowski, and Mr. Hadley has been re
as too fine and too difficult for representation at our ceived in Mr. Koussevitzky 's Boston home. Even the

opera houses, has been revived as a solo ballet by fedgeling State Symphony has brought to usMr. Gales

Maria - Theresa , formerly a member of the Duncan and Mr. Dohnanyi. De guestibus non disputandum

ensemble . This rhythmical young woman deserves est, but sometimes it seems to us that there are more

encomiums for providing an opportunity to hear some guest conductors than there are conductors.

of the splendors of the score, especially as the music

was played skillfully and understandingly by the

American National Symphony Orchestra conducted by A newcomer whose debut cameoff without as much

Howard Barlow . This young musician seems to be ado as one might have expected is Mlle . Germaine

on the way to a high place among orchestral directors. Tailleferre, the femininemember of " The Six.” The

" Alceste,” however, remained in the improvised first appearance of Mlle. Tailleferre, easily the pret

orchestra pit of Carnegie Hall, for it can no more be tiest importation of recent years, was obscured by the

interpreted as a solo dance than a trombone exercise, quarter -tonerei. Her violin sonata suffered from being

but possibly Mme. Maria - Theresa will be able one placed first on the program as well as from several

day to present the opera according to the plans out- other things, but undoubtedly we shall hear — and ,

lined in the prospectus which was distributed with the happily, see more of her, for it is said that her piano

programs. The rest of her entertainment was adept concerto will be played here by Alfred Cortot. And

and agreeable, except for those who hold that the only Cortot, sound artist that he is, is a brilliantly success

interesting Duncan dancers are Rosetta and Vivian . ful picker of good piano music . — Con Brio

Lyrics from the Pekinese

IV .

“ TIS hard to be sure what to think “ A Duke of the guaranteed brand

1 Of our present-day writers, Of the Russian Black Eagle

Though pundits are wasting much ink Has come to our awe-stricken land ;

On the works of the blighters. His demeanor is regal;

It seems from the words of the dons, His bow is a Social Event;

Of the Menckens and Branders, His importance is vital.

That either our geese are all swans We honor his lofty descent

Or our swans are all ganders, — And we worship his title

Our Tweedles are Dums or are Dees," Devoutly at five o 'clock teas,”

Said the small Pekinese . Said the small Pekinese .

VI.

“Mymaster, whose zeal to bestow

All the world will acknowledge,

Is handing ten million or so

To a freshwater college,

And likewise is pinning his name

On that Temple of Learning,

Which greatly will add to its fame

And its power of earning.

They 're giving him seven degrees !”

Said the small Pekinese .

-- Arthur Guiterman
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THE exhibit of Eugene Speicher's paintings at There is a dramatic critic who goes dancing in the

the Frank K . M . Rehn Galleries is one to be streets, throws his hat in the air and shouts from the

- seen by all those interested in American artists. housetops when a play comes along that he believes

Since the death of Bellows, Speicher is undoubtedly worthy of your attention. Weare dickering with him

the leader of that school of painting in this country . now to do a few turns for us in behalf of Toulouse

Not so bold as Bellows and yet not so imaginative. Lautrec. No such collection of his stuff has been

Nevertheless a vigorous painter, walking on his own gathered here before and it is doubtful if a like ex

feet and sure of the direction he is taking. If when hibit will come soon again . Students should go (with

seeing this present exhibit you are seeing Speicher for out their teachers) and see what this man could paint

the first time we feel you will come away with noth - by merely leaving out.

ing but admiration, for through this show runs a cer - But if you don 't like Zola, and you don't like Ed

tain cohesion. That is a quality we found missing in gar Lee Masters, or you don 't like reality , disregard

his fuller exhibit at Pittsburgh last Autumn. After the above and stay away. Finding life bitter and

viewing the man's whole gamut we felt that here finding life baudy, Lautrec painted it that way. This

was a painter more clever than sincere. pathetic cripple, deserting his house and caste to live

He did two disparate things so very well. There with the great city's off-scourings, must have found

were some canvases that would delight the staidest great compensation in reporting life as ugly as he

of the old guard and alongside other works bursting found it, for there is great joy in his work. · A psy

with the leaven of the new . And as we did notknow chiatrist with an unerring brush . — Froid

which were the old and which the new , we could not

tell which way Speicher was headed . The Rehn ex

hibition leaves no doubt; this evidently is Eugene Echo

Speicher at his best. And his best, it may be added,

will give no comfort to the old-timers. (An Experiment in Short Story Technique)

Personally , we prefer Speicher's landscapes and are " AND that is the end of my story.”

reserving wall space for just any one of them . South 0 There was silence for a moment.

Slav and Man 's Head were the most satisfying of the “ And a right good story it is," said the listener

others. Wedon 't like the leaden quality of the back- slowly.

grounds in the flower groups ; they smack of palette “ People seem to agree that it's unusual,” assented

scrapings. And as for the nude, we are too much the teller modestly .

renegade Puritan to have pa “ More than unusual

tience with the lace scarf, unique, one might almost

dragged in by the neck as it say,” the listener expostulated.

were, and elaborately draped “ Take that strange coinci

to such an annoyingly suffic dence of the voice in the for

ient length . We like lace and est, for instance.”

we like nudes, but we see no “ Ah, you may well call it

good purpose served in mixing strange."

them , the old lady from Du “ And you say he died on

buque to the contrary. the very same night? ” .

“ The very same. People

think it was her name

No exhibit this winter has " If she had only lived to be

given us the kick derived there, what a difference !”

from the viewing of the Tou " I still think there was

louse -Lautrec exhibition something back of it all.”

brought over by Paul Rosen “Well, anyway, the money

berg and now showing at the and jewels were saved .”

Wildenstein Galleries. Re " All but that one ring.

productions we have seen There's another mystery that

from time to time in books may never be solved .”

and yet were in no sense pre “ Perhaps it's better so.”

pared to walk into this gallery "Oh, there was plenty of

hung with fourteen of his scandal while it lasted .”

paintings. In tempera, most " A strange story.”

of them are painted on card “ You said it.”

board wrappings, yet with a “ Unique would be the

Startling brilliance . Eugene Speicher word .” — S . S .
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THE NEW YORKER's conscientious calendar of events worth while

THE THEATRE ROSE -MARIE - Imperial Theatre. MUSIC

CANDIDA - Forty- eighth Street Theatre.
A musical comedy, of the kind that was ,
popular when Aunt Fanny was in high

SCHOLA CANTORUM , Carnegie Hall.

A revival of Shaw 's comedy . A play as school, all full of plots and things; but Tuesday evening, Feb . 24. Kurt Schindler

nearly perfect as they come, and a nearly with charming music and good voices, and
conducting. Mr. Schindler 's programs al

perfect cast, as they go.
- if you're interested in such matters — a ways are good, and this one looks better .

SILENCE – National Theatre.
singularly competent chorus. HAROLD BAUER , Aeolian Hall.

Max Marcin 's good old - fashioned melo
Saturday afternoon , Feb . 28. They don 't

MOVING PICTURES
drama of the chivalrous crook , the noble

play Schumann any better than Bauer, and

con man, now playing in London as well GREED - Sunset Theatre , 316 West 125th
here's a whole afternoon of both .

as in New York , with , fortunately , H . B . Street . DUSOLINA GIANNINI, Carnegie Hall.
Warner. Von Stroheim flies in the face of the box Saturday evening, Feb . 28. Frank La

office in filming Frank Norris 's “Mc
THE FIREBRAND - Morosco Theatre.

Forge, accompanist. This young singer
Teague." Grim and stark . Showing Feb

A highly costumed farce, based on some
has a remarkable voice, and then some.

ruary 26 and 27 . Her first full length recital ought to be
of the dandy times had by Benvenuto Cel
lini and a couple of local girl friends. As THE LOST WORLD - Astor Theatre

worth your while.

resh, amusing, and full of beds as if the Through camera trickery dinosauri and LOUIS GRAVEURE, Town Hall.

scene were laid on Long Island. More so. other beasts of the prehistoric past live Sunday afternoon , March 1. Arpad San

again .
THE GUARDSMAN - Booth Theatre.

dor, accompanist.A novelty.
There 's a lot of fine

singing behind this baritone's beard.

A Molnar comedy. A full evening's di- THE LAST LAUGH - Cameo Theatre

version, provided by Alfred Lunt and An imported German film and a milestone
CECILIA HANSEN , Carnegie Hall.

Lynne Fontanne, and a piece about a mas in the progress of the cinema. Superbly
Sunday afternoon, March 1. Boris Zak

querading husband- in the order named . acted by Emil Jannings.
haroff, accompanist. If you'd like to hear

a violinist that afternoon, here's one of the

IS ZAT SO ? — Thirty -ninth Street Theatre. best.

A comedy of the adventures of a prize
ART

fighter and his manager. If you will just
INTERNATIONAL COMPOSERS' GUILD ,

TOULOUSE -LAUTREC . Aeolian Hall .

be big-hearted enough to disregard the

plot, you will find this, if not the funniest
Wildenstein Galleries. Fourteen paintings Leopold Stokowski conducting. The con

show in town, at least deserving of a
of the French master, most of them new ductor's name is sufficient suggestion .

to this country. Don 't miss it.
rating well up among the first two. AT THE METROPOLITAN .

THE SHOW -OFF - Playhouse.
EUGENE SPEICHER . Wednesday evening, Pagliacci and Coq

Frank K . M . Rehn Galleries. d 'Or;
A comedy of American life and those who

The best Thursday afternoon , Rheingold ;

work of one of the best American paint
Thursday evening, Falstaff ; Friday eve

live it . Nothing has touched it. ers. Ends this week .
ning, Die Meistersinger ; Saturday after

THEY KNEW WHAT THEY WANTED
noon , Giovanni Gallurese ; Saturday eve

Klaw Theatre . HORATIO WALKER. ning, La Gioconda.

A comedy of fertile goings-on among the
Montross Gallery. Paintings by Horatio WITH THE ORCHESTRAS.

grape- growers of Southern California.
Walker and etching by American artists.

Don 't miss Peggy Bacon .Pauline Lord's performance alone is enough

Wednesday evening, State Symphony, Car

negie Hall, Waghalter conducting, Flonza

to make this a notable season .
MAURICE PRENDERGAST.

lay Quartet; Thursday afternoon , New

WHAT PRICEGLORY ? — Plymouth Theatre. Kraushaar Galleries. A retrospective ex
York Symphony, Walter conducting, Zath

The greatest, to date, of American war hibition of his studies in light.
urezky, soloist; Thursday evening, Phil

plays. A story of United States Marines
harmonic Orchestra, Carnegie Hall, Men

in action of various kinds — told without " FIVE AND TEN " ART.
gelberg conducting, Van Vliet, soloist; Fri

the assistance of Our Flag, the breaking Macy Galleries, Interesting collection of
day afternoon, Philharmonic Orchestra ,

heart of the world , and the little gray work of promising young painters, some
Carnegie Hall, Mengelberg conducting,

haired mother back home.
Van Vliet soloist; Friday evening, New

of whom have arrived and some who will.

Priced for bargain hunters and modest
York Symphony, Carnegie Hall, Walter

BIG BOY - Winter Garden . patrons from $ 24.57 to $ 99.76 .
conducting, Zathurezky, soloist; Saturday

Al Jolson in it . Whatmore do you want?
afternoon , New York Symphony Concert

THE GRAB BAG - Globe Theatre .

for Young People , Carnegie Hall ; Satur

day evening, American Orchestral Society,

A revue that includes a number in which Town Hall, Chalmers Clifton conducting ;

the ladies of the chorus unite to form a Sunday afternoon , New York Symphony,

gigantic rose. Ed Wynn, in an agglomer Carnegie Hall, Walter conducting ; Sun

ation of somewhat dusty songs and spec day afternoon, State Symphony, Metropoli

tacles. But, right or wrong, Ed Wynn .
tan Opera House, Waghalter conducting,

LADY, BE GOOD _ Liberty Theatre.
Belousoff soloist.

A nice little musical comedy, with the en

viably active Astaires and the most de OTHER EVENTS

lightful score in the city . REGIMENTAL REVIEW , 71st Infantry

THE MUSIC BOX REVUE - Music Box.
Armory

The fourth of these annual rhapsodies in
Park Ave. and 34th St., Thursday, Feb.

expense . With Fannie Brice, Bobby
26, 8 .30 p . m . Major Gen. Charles P .

Clarke, and practically everybody else.
Summerall, reviewing officer.

PATIENCE - Greenwich Village Theatre. SOCIETY OF THE GENESEE, Hotel com

A revival of one of Gilbert and Sullivan 's
modore

finest, done with understanding, imagina
Annual dinner, Friday, Feb . 27, Speakers

tion , and taste. Not a voice in the com
include Lieut. Gov. Seymour Lowman ,

pany, but you'd be surprised how much that
Police Commissioner Richard E . Enright,

doesn 't matter.

Newcomb Carlton and Dr. John T . Clarke,
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OUR BIG ANNIVERSARY NUMBER

THE NEW YORKER with this issue enters upon the second week of its existence. Plans for a Golden

Jubilee Number have been cancelled , because of the unsettled situation in Europe. Instead, THE

NEW YORKER contents itself with a reproduction of sometypicalscenes ofthe New York of its youth .

s

h
s

This rare old print is believed to

be a picture of John F . Hylan (Huy

lan ? ), Mayor of New York when the

first issue of The New Yorker ap

peared. From contemporary records

it seems that he was the darling of the

New York World , which insisted upon

a life-long term in office for him and

even went to the extent of opposing

him bitterly to insure its purpose.

From this period dates the term “ prac

tical politics."

SSRSPARES

The first board of editors of

THE NEW YORKER , Many men

who later became famous in

other lines got their start on THE

New YORKER. See if you can

recognize Cotton Mather, H . L .

Mencken, James G . Blaine,

Ring Lardner, Frank Stockton

and any two of theMarx Broth

ers.

( In center.) The first issue of

The New YORKER was published

within a stone's throw of Fifth Ave

nue and Forty -second Street, the site

here pictured . The printing plant

was in Fortieth Street and in those

days, because of the traffic, it was a

long and difficult journey between

the two places, and the return time

was never less than

thirty minutes.

This is the Astor Theatre, fabled in

New York story and song. The editors

of The New YORKER, in the olden days,

frequently dropped in there for a few

moments to while away the time in con

templation of the antics of the Artists and

Models.

How many old New York
ers remember this scene? It is

a picture of the Sixth Avenue

Elevated, which ran along the

avenue along which the Sixth

Avenue Elevated now runs.
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Speed Madness A Question of Taste

His job it was shoveling snow THE other day on East Thirty -third Street we

By the day with the D . S. C . I were button -holed by a truck driver who said to

At night, to a cinema show , us hoarsely : “ Say, wanta buy a nice lady's fur? ”

For diversion and rest went he. And although we declined, the good news implied

in his question so heartened us that— in ourmost Ches

Diversion and rest were complete terfieldian manner — we replied :

Till a slow -motion movie was shown,
“ Sir, although we have no need of the fur which

— with all due respect to you — we believe to have
When , gasping , he sprang to his feet,

been purloined , we are gratified to know that it has

Then collapsed in his seat with a groan . belonged to a nice lady. Such are the reputed rewards

of feminine frailty , and such the innuendoes of cynics

His collapse was no puzzle to me, in this our city, that one is at times almost tempted

For the motion when movies go slow to misdoubt the character of some who wear furs. In

Is speed of a dizzy degree this instance, it is tonic tidings to learn that the former

To professionalmovers of snow . owner of this fur was above reproach . Weare up

- A . H . Folwell lifted as was once Mark Twain , upon being offered

'Pure Bees ' Honey.'

" Or, if, sir, we have misunderstood you, and what

The Laud Will Provide you mean to indicate is that in your opinion we are the

sort of individual who would buy a fur only for a

OBILIZED press agentry is prepared to dem - nice lady, — although we shall not buy the fur, we as

onstrate its proficiency. The Cheese Club, sure you that you are a sound judge of our character.”

an organization composed of gentlemen who ply
- L . H .

the infamous trade of making other people famous,

promises to pluck some primrose by the river's brim Jottings About Town

( the Bronx River) and turn it into an orchid lady by

intensive applications of limelight.
By BUSYBODY

Substituting the familiar Jane Doe for the name A NEW apartment said to have cost over ten thou

of the selected victim , the various steps in the proposed O sand dollars already is being put up on Amster

campaign follow : dam Avenue.

1. Jane Doe Elopes with Peggy Joyce's Husband

- Can 't Tell Which One Until Peggy Completes Judging from the number of people seen sitting

Check -Up. about hotel lobbies, a lot of folks in town aren't very

2. Jane Doe Shoots Craps With Hughes on State punctual.

Department Steps.

3. Prince Accused of Mashing — Jane Doe Has The fire engine was out on Third Avenue Tues

Wales Arrested. day .

4 . Young Actress Bathes in Synthetic Gin — Sooth

ing for Nerves, Jane Doe Avers. Some Broadway restaurants are keeping open as

5 . Lends Rockefeller Gallon of Gas- Jane Doe late as one a . m . .

Aids Oil King as Motor Stalls.

6 . Hires Leviathan for Cruise The shops are featuring current

- - Jane Doe Will Sail Around styles in most everything.

Globe Alone.

7 . Scorns Heart Balm — Jane
A movement is on foot to change

Doe Refuses to Sue Scion of
the name Fifth Avenue to Fith

Wealth .
Avnoo. A good many are doing

8 . Ibanez and Alfonzo Meet
so already. .

Author and Monarch Jane Doe's

Guests .
Mrs. Elliott Eckstein of Maple

9. Climbs Cleopatra's Needle
Avenue says her new vacuum

Feeds Birds on Top, Jane Doe cleaner is much less work than the
Tells Cop.

old one, as it needs oiling only once

10 . Wooed by Napoleon 's Ghost
every six months instead of twice.

- Jane Doe is Emperor's Psychic

Bride.

If the fortunate young person Bicycles seem to be going out of

chosen by the Cheese Club will
fashion if our main thoroughfares

agree to engage in these trifling en
are any criterion .

deavors for publicity, she is as

sured nothing less than a three Gas stoves are being furnished in

years ' contract with the Shuberts . someof the more modern flats with

- James Kevin McGuinness Fountain of Youth out extra cost.
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the dritte Thought
how It comes agais out of

SHOCK TROOPS OF THE OPERA HAT BRIGADE

OPERA HATS shadows toward the river .

A lamp-post rides in the fog

T VERY civilization , of like a ship 's lantern ; a

U course, has a right to be woman halts beneath it to

judged by the number of say: “Hello , kid , you goin '

opera hats it ventures to any place ? ” to a sailor pass

wear. Our American civi ing . . . rain . . . .

lization , as some one was Snorting serpent coiled

saying only recently, is still along the river bank. Gruff

young, and that perhaps is belches of smoke, one-two,
APT8

why so many caps are to be one-two, rattling nearer .

seen on the street. Ever in The freight approaches,

the van , I take pleasure, and dragging empty cars over

at the same time fulfil a pub the rails. . . . One-two,

lic duty, in printing here nearer, white smoke through

with a necessarily incomplete the fog. Passes; snow
Ground Plan of a Modern Model Apartment

list of those New Yorkers capped smoke and caverns
House, No Kitchen Is Laid Out But All A part

who already have opera hats sunset-color; fires and a
ments Lead Into a Delicatessen Store at the Hub.

and wear them on not infre sweating stoker . One-two,

quent occasons. one-two, distance ; dead cars

The list, as has been hinted, is a cultural document clatter over the ties like tin cans tied to a cur's tail,

of great value. At the same time, it seems clear, it rattling into silence . . . gone. . . .

will prove to be a sucker list second in value only to A sudden taxi grinds its brakes and shrieks to a halt ;

the recent income tax publications. the driver peers out. “ Chris'! did you hear that ? ”

I am already preparing, for future issues, a list of “What? ” “ Thought I heard a woman scream .”

prominent citizens with (a ) gold -headed canes, ( b ) “ Aw , it wasn 't nothin '. . . ." It comes again from

gray derbies and (c ) heavy seal rings. the bushes, a call of agony, the voice that cries out of

nightmares. Two passersby halt; then turn and walk
rapidly away. The taxi-driver throws in his clutch ,

starts his cab: “Guess I' d better get a cop ,” he mut
Name . Address Occupation

ters, disappearing. . . . waiting for the cop . . . latter
John F . Hylan. .................City Hall.......................Mayor day Samaritans. — Corey Ford

Leon Gordon......................158 W . 45th St....Playwright

Maury Paul ..................... 25 W . 42d St.

Cholly Knickerbocker
A Sparkling Caress Sinks In

Otto H . Kahn ................... 1100 5th Ave..............Banker

Marc Connelly ................... 152 W . 57th St......Playwright From the essay on Florida, in “ These United
Gilbert Miller ................. Empire Theatre ........Producer States" :

Bernard M . Baruch ........... 598 Madison Ave........Banker What the landscape lacks in plastic beauty it compensates

George Jean Nathan .........44 W . 44th St........... .....Critic for hy its suave and delicate coloring , the luminous cloud

John McE . Bowman ......... Biltmore Hotel......Hotel Man
pictures that lift its flatness into the roaring magic of argo

Alexander Woollcott ....... 412 W . 47th St............Critic
sies and Walhallas, and the sparkling caress of its air,

Herbert Bayard Swope.... The World .................. Editor

woven of sea tang, sunbeam and pine, with something in
Raymond Hitchcock ...........Great Neck, L . I.............Actor

describably mellow that is at once languorous and inspirit
Charles Hanson Towne.....33 W . 42d St............Bachelor

ing and pleasantly confusing to the senses ; so that one
Gerald Brooks .................50 W . 9th St................Broker

soon feasts one's eyes on the warmth about one, and feels
- The Eskimo

the healing radiance of color soak into one's highly sen

sitized pores.

Nothing of the genre, as Tex Rickard would say,

Highlights
has been lovelier since Mark Twain word-painted that

wildwood above which “ a solitary esophagus slept

W IND from the river sweeps rain before it; whip- upon motionless wing."

W ping coat- tails around wet legs, running damp

fingers through the hair. Cold, dripping trees shud The critics bawlin loud dispraise ,
der, spill great drops from soggy branches. . . .

“ What dirty, dirty plays we've got!”
Riverside Drive . . . long winding serpent coiled I can 't say if they are or not

along the river bank, glistening . . . autos like a thou I never go to dirty plays.
sand flashing scales, darting, glinting , now here, now

there, heliograph . Purring tread tires, blurred lamps;

running balls of light. Walks stretching into dark
Fred Pagan of Paterson , two years old , swallowed

ness, past the damp walls feebly bearded with ivy.
a pin which was later removed by a New York sur

Concrete benches deserted , no sailors and girls, no geon . Pagan could give no motive for his act.

strong blue arm and furry bobbed head nestling. . . .

Two figures approach , pause . . . " the price of a meal, If ministers continue to elope with choir singers,

buddy ? ” “ Sorry, just gave my last cent to fel- the New York police department will have to organ

ler. . . ." Below the wall long lawns roll under ize a Bureau of Missing Parsons.
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Mrs. Henry Wise Miller, she that was William Emmerich, Jr., the catch of the
Alice Duer, is giving a bon voyage party in season ( 1914 -'15 ) , has a new roulette wheel

honor of same all day Thursday, prior to for social use . Ah, there, Your Corre

an extended trip to interesting Rome City, spondent's $ 37 !

Italy. Among those not invited so far are

your correspondent and lady. Rumor hath it that Ben Hecht is going

to start a new magazine. Bon voyage, Ben .

Zona Gale, western writer and author of

“ Mr. Pitt," is in town for the resumption Dr. D . Hunter McAlpin , by odd coinci

of Oyster Season .
dence owner of the hotel of the same name

(the McAlpin ) , has gone with his family

for a cruise on the sapphire Mediterranean
Barney Baruch is in Nassau or some Sea between Europe and Africa . The time

such place. Ah , there, you old Deer will be spent in seeing the sights and en
Slayer ! joying themselves.
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— the " Bobby,"

famous the world

over. You can't

imagine London

without him — 50

typical is he.
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Just like London

is Cruger's.You'll

find here exactly

the same things
men buy in those

smart little West

End Shops. Ties,
hose , shirtings,

etc. - drop in or

write us.

Irving Berlin , well known member of the Rear -Admiral Plunkett, the navy man ,

Authors' League of America , is sojourning was right upset the other day when a taxi

in Palm Beach , having arrived there, so man drove right between his private en

we are told , in one of the many private trance over to the Brooklyn Navy Yard,

cars offered him as a means of conveyance he ordering all taxis like it off the prop

thither . erty . Nothing like being firm for Ameri

can rights, Ad., old boy.

King George V , the popular Emperor of
India , has been on the sick list. Oliver (" Elf") Herford, writer and

drawer, was seen coming from a tailor's

A postcard arrived from friends in St.
last week . He said his old pockets were

so stuffed with ms. he had to buy new
Moritz, Alps Mountains, last week , an

clothes to get rid of it.
nouncing they are all sleeping under blan

kets.
Pres. Calvin Coolidge, the well knownı

Phillip Barry and wife, Ellen , are in
equestrian , has not been late for breakfast

once, despite his morning gallop on his
Cannes, a famous French resort for people
" in the know ."

charger, Cozy Corner.
Writing a play 'neath

tropic skies, Phil ?
Popular members of the young set who

enjoyed the World Court Ball at the Plaza
Heywood Broun , says a statement given

in last week was Will Rogers.
i

out by Dame Harriet Rumor last Friday,

has had a tiff with Herb Swope, Exec.
Editor of the World , over Heywood's Harry Kaufman ran into some hard luck
daily column being opposed to what seems of recent date when some slicker changel
to be the World 's news policy of mention - stickpins on him , substituting a $ 3 .50 article
ing every dirty play in town for news for his regular one, same being priced at

value. All those interviewed by Mrs. Ru- $6 ,000 . $ 5 ,996 .50 is no laughing matter,
mor seemed to be on Heywood's side of Hal says.
the argument.

Kenneth MacGowan " got back " at a fel

Mrs. John V . A . Weaver is the latest re low who was joshing him last week about

cruit from Society to the Stage. Mrs.
some of his theatrical entertainments not

Weaver will appear under a well-known doing so well financially . "Never mind,"

manager's banner next season using the says Ken quickly , “ I have Patience." Life

name of Peggy Wood. and Judge are bidding for that one.

Mrs. Nanny Larsen -Todsen of the MetFrank Crowninshield , Grant and Mrs.
ropolitan , is showing an improvement in

'Grant Rice, and Mr. and Mrs. Ring Lard - he
her singing, according to opera -goers. Her

ner, literary people , have all come back
voice was injured by having a horse step

from Nassau Island, voting five to naught

that they had an enjoyable time. H . T.
on her foot soon after coming to these

Webster remains there still having same
parts, as will be remembered by those who

with brush and palette.
keep up with that sort of thing .

* * *
Ye genial ed . of Liberty, John N .

Carr V . Van Anda, managing editor of ( " Jack " ) Wheeler is a great fight fan and

the Times newspaper, has arrived in Cali when last seen at ringside with Robert
fornia , prior to returning in three months (" Bob " ) Edgren told asking friends he
to New York City. didn't figure to call on Mrs. Woodrow Wil

son next visiting to Our Capital, Wash .

Arthur Hiram Samuels is studying music
City .

in preparation for composing the songs for

the Dutch Treat Club show which will be Otto Kahn enjoyed a real home-cooked
given in March . dinner at his own house of recent date .
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NOW -All of Poe

in ONEVolume!

book you see above represents

one of the most remarkable

publishing achievements of
the decade.

So confident am I that you ,
too , will share this opinion ,
that I have instructed our Ad .

vertising Department to offer

the book to you for free ex

amination . No cost , no de

kind is required .

being made so that you may
be sure of being satisfied be .

fore you purchase . If you do

our expense .

WALTER J . BLACK ,

VDGAR ALLAN POE - master-writer of THIS MARVELOUS BOOK SENT
R thrilling detective stories, of horror and

PERSONAL
mystery tales, of romantic adventures, FREE !

of haunting poetry, of brilliant essays. All, all It is the firm bellef of my
associates and myself that the Once you see this remarkable volume, you will

the infinitely varied writings of this greatAmer
assuredly want to own it . So we offer it to you

ican genius are now yours in one marvelous for a week 's free examination . No cost, no obli
volume! Everything formerly printed in ten

gation to you. See for yourself the richness of
volumes is here. And in exactly the same size the binding and the convenient form of the

type - large, clear and readable. Two thou book . Note the largeness of the type. Read
sand pages are in this amazing book ! Yet it

posit, no obligation of any some of the strange, weird , gripping tales of
is less than two inches thick. This remarkable offer 19 mystery and terror — The Black Cat, The Pit

Incredible ? Surely — for when was such a book and the Pendulum , the Masque of the Red
ever known before? A great new advance in Death . Thrill again to the haunting music ofnot agree, return the book at

paper-making is responsible - genuine India The Raven , Ulalume, Annabel Lee . Then if

Paper. So finely woven that it is almost with you have not fallen irresistibly under Poe's enPres . Plymouth Publishing Co.

out weight, yet so white and opaque that the thralling spell, simply return the book and the

large type stands forth crystal clear. week's examination will have cost you nothing.

To this rare paper, book -binders have contributed their art , You risk nothing by mailing the coupon . You lose a great
to make a volume as beautiful as it is convenient - limp cov - opportunity by not doing so . Tear it out now , before turning

ers, heavily grained ; gold title and decorations; silk headband the page and mail to :
and footband ; sepia frontispiece. Truly, a book to grace the
finest library . '

THE PLYMOUTH PUBLISHING Co.,

The New " Midnight Edition ” 7 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY

But what richness ofbinding could compare with the treasures
THE PLYMOUTH PUBLISHING CO., DEPT. 422

within — the priceless treasures of Poe' s immortal genius! Turn 7 West 42nd St., New York City

the cover and you are in the enchanted world of his soaring Gentlemen : You may send me for one week ' s examination your

imagination . All the masterpieces of his inspired pen are one-volume “Midnight Edition " of Poe's Complete Works, printed
in large , clear type on genuine India Paper. I will either send you

yours to enjoy. Here is a whole library in itself, for the $ 5 .45 plus the few cents postage within a week in full payment or return

amazing versatility of Poe responds to your every mood . the book at your expense .

Enthralling tales of mystery to hold you spellbound ! Hum Name.. . .

orous sketches of scintillating brilliance. Poetry to stir your Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

heart, with its haunting beauty. Read , too, James Russell
Lowell' s fascinating account of Poe' s life, and the intimate City . . . .

0 Mark X here if you prefer book bound in Persian Morocco
reminiscences of his friend , N . P . Willis. Know the true Poe , D at only $ 1.50 more. Same approval privilege .

unhappy victim of a wild , tragic life.

DEPT.

422

- - -
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cult in an Occidental setting, and when

ever we want that effect at full strength ,

we can get it by re- reading Dunsany's “ A

Night at an Inn.” However, if Sulli

van 's attempt at it seizes you, he has you- -

and maybe in your case he would .

O

R
O
A
D

THIS column is not a geyser. We Robert Nathan 's " Jonah ” (McBride ) is

I don 't gush if we can help it. But a fantasia and parable, now sly , now

Liveright Bookshop
on laying down a novel that has given us openly quizzical, now touching , based on

4 West 49th Street
three hours of sheer pleasure, what can we the Old Testament history of the cele

New York
do but our undamnedest to make Old brated whale - filler. Its ironies are not

Faithful, the pride of the Yellowstone, strikingly original, but its incidental charm

look like a water-blister in comparison ?
New Yorkers appreciate a

is for epicures.

The novel is Margaret Kennedy's “ The
bookshop whose atmo

sphere is a relief from the Constant Nymph ” (Doubleday, Page ). At

tumult and rush of the this moment, we have no critical judg
Quarrels about “ Some Do Not . . ." by

city, but whose service is ment to pass on it. We don't know yet

in the full New York tra whether we think it is " big" or " vital" or Ford Madox Ford (Seltzer) seem to be

dition of efficiency and “ significant,” or what other tiresome book breaking up families. No wonder . The

speed . reviewer's epithet ; all we know is that for
book has undeniable merits and some of

us it was utterly fascinating. Would you
them are great, but almost all are strictly

There is nothing more find it so ? Well, not if you happen not artistic ones. It has, for example, at least
two dramatic episodes of rare power and

restful than bookbuying to care for stories of musical geniuses —

here, when tired out with
though you need not know music more

originality . But as to temper, it is as

other shopping ; and noth gratuitously black-biled a work of art as
ing more satisfying than

deeply than to enjoy, say, “ Trilby.” And
we ever saw . A study of England's gov

not if you can 't stand without hitchingknowing that you can have
erning class through the early part of the

while unsheltered, precocious and gifteda book WHEN you want

girl- children love, and one of them makes
war, it has been praised for its poise and

it by phoning Bryant 4016,

or jotting a line to the love, and does it in a tawdry escapade.
its viewpoint — which are, to us, aboutwhat

LIVERIGHT BOOK Queen Victoria 's would be if she were
The moral aspect of these goings -on

SHOP, 4 West 49th Street.
doesn 't agitate the author in the slightest,

alive and troubled by her liver.

and neither has it agitated us, partly be

cause another of the children is Tessa the
Nymph, and we are Tessa 's; to have read What's funny is not to be argued. Your

of her is to have had a singularly beauti- sides either split or they don 't. A lot of

ful experience. people, whose senses of humor are quite

Otherwise, we should think you would . as good as ours, are splitting over “ The

The mere writing, clear, bright and Auent Prince of Washington Square," by Harry

as a mountain spring in sunshine, ought to F . Liscomb, boy novelist (Stokes ) . For

refresh you, these days. And oh , the our part, we did some chortling while we

pretty , the audacious and triumphant were dipping into it, but when we came to

things young Miss Kennedy does in man - read it through our old oaken ribs seldom

euvering her unfailingly interesting char- budged. It isn 't that we can 't believe in

acters! But is this suggesting a " writers ' this boy novelist as genuine. On the con

$500
trary, his is just the story that would be

written by a clever kid with the kind of
for

50 Packs 100 Packs
head big words stick wrongside-up in ,

Along with woeful hokum , “ Stacey " by
after his consuming bales of magazine and

Monogram Alexander Black ( Bobbs-Merrill ) con
newspaper trash and acres of movie cap

(Trademarked and Copyrighted ) tains the raw materials to have made as
Match Packs

tions. Our difficulty is that what's sup
good a novel as Wells's “Kipps.” One rea

WITH YOUR OWN INITIALS posed to make you laugh is his largely un
son why they don't make it is that despite

Colors ofMatch Packs: Gold, Silver , intentional burlesque of all that trash

Light Blue, Black , Blue, Orange, Yel some skill in the cooking, they don 't jell.
and we found the burlesque too close to

low , Green , Purple , Lavender. Stacey , the hero , is intended to represent a
the originals .

Colors of Initials: Gold , Silver, numerous kind of half-baked, superficial
Black , White. Smart for the Vanity

and pretentious young male sentimental
Case - Ideal for the Hostess .

ists. We can see the kind, but we no more
A Charming Gift - Packed in a Tin

Some readers who were won by “Maria

Mail order and check at once to : see Stacey now than we did when we be- Chapdelaine" may be disappointed in

THE CAN -DLE-LUXE SHOP gan to read the book. We simply know Louis Hémon's very different " Blind

(CANDLES OF QUALITY) Il a number of things about him . Man's Buff” (Macmillan ) , a story of the
619- H Madison Avenue

Carried by hundreds of such smart shops as gropings and fate of a young Irish steve

dore in London , who is driven by the

It is fair to tell you that “ The Jade effects upon him of inaccessible girls to
Kaufman & Baer, Pittsburgh

God " (Century ), a mystery story by Alan seek first freedom , then exaltation for his

Sullivan , is being liked by some judges of spirit , by way of dim soapbox notions and

such amusement. Nobody loves better to then of Gospel settlement and Salvation
Department Stores,Gift Shops, Stationers,

and Jewelers apply to read mystery stories than we do; neverthe Army trail-hitting. We like it, but would

KAY AND ELLINGER , INC. less we failed to get any paralyzing kick like it better if Mike were a solid , com

342- N MADISON AVE., NEW YORK out of this one. It is well enough put to - plete individual, not a rather shadowy em

The Monogram Match Co., 319 De Young gether and told, but relies on a fairly bodiment of familiar Irish characteristics.

common special use of the Oriental oc - Touchstone

$ 350 novel? ”

for

New York

Lord & Taylor , New York

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd ., New York

The Ritz - Carlton Hotel, New York

B . Altman & Co . , New York

Saks & Co . , New York

Gimbel Bros ., New York

S . S . Pierce , Boston

Bldg . , San Francisco
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THEA . W . 42 ST. EVES. 8 :30 .

Ilwallack S MATINEES WED . & SAT. 2 :30 .

Phone: Chickering 0092| NATIONAL THEATRE

41st St. WEST OF BROADWAY

HERMAN GANTVOORT

CROSBY GAIGE PRESENTS
Presents

H . B .
“HELL'S

WARNER

IN THE MOST ABSORBING PLAYBELLS”IN THE MOST ABSORBING PLAY ||

OF THE SEASON
By BARRY CONNERS

“ Tell Me a Book to Read ”

d .
Some of the Season 's Novels We Think

BestWorth While

THE CONSTANT Nymph , by Margaret Kennedy

(Doubleday, Page). Noticed in this issue.

God's STEPCHILDREN , by Sarah G . Millin ( Boni

Liveright) . For once, a fine novel about

miscegenation . South African .

THE MATRIARC # , by G . B . Stern (Knopf) . The

one-volume human comedy of a whole Jewish

family tribe.

THE WHITE MONKEY, by John Galsworthy

( Scribner's ) . You don 't need to have read

his “ The Forsyte Saga” — but for Petesakes,

read them both !

A PASSAGE TO India , by E . M . Forster (Har

court, Brace ). The insides of the ingredients

of India 's race hate, admirably novelized .

The Old Ladies, by Hugh Walpole (Doran ).

Can you imagine absorbing drama arising

among three old ladies ? Walpole could .

THE CAsk , by Freeman Wills Croft ( Seltzer)

and THE HOUSE OF THE ARROW , by A . E . W .

Mason (Doran ). Mystery stories.

SOME Do Not . . . by Ford Madox Ford ( Sele

ser) . Disliked, with admiration , in this issue.

SHORT STORIES

Tales of HEARSAY, by Joseph Conrad ( Double

day, Page ) . An easy and pleasant back en

trance to Conrad's works.

THE SHORT STORY'S MUTATIONS, by Frances

Newman ( Huebsch ). Don 't let the title scare

you off this excellent collection .

BIOGRAPHIES AND THINGS

JOHN KEATS, by Amy Lowell (Houghton, Miff

lin ). The biggest and most readable book on

him , and probably the best one.

Mark Twain 's AUTOBIOGRAPHY (Harper) . Mark

in old age talks at random , sometimes through

his hat, often through his genius.

A STORY-TELLER'S STORY, by Sherwood Ander

son (Huebsch ) . Much of it equals any of

Anderson 's fiction, and may please you better.

WILL ROGERS' ILLITERATE DIGEST ( A . & C .

Boni) . Its worst shortcoming is that to see

him and hear him would be funnier.

MARBACKA, by Selma Lagerlof (Doubleday,

Page ). Delightful memories of her child

hood on her father's farm .

THE ROAR OF THE Crowd, by James J. Corbett

( Putnam ). Cashel Byron's Confessions, or

How I Licked John L . and Fitz Was Lucky.

Fun to read.

“ It cheered me up, it relaxed mystrained

nerves and really it was better than a

- Alan Dale, Americantonic ."

“ I would not have left the second act to

play in a poker game in which I could call

my own hands and show them to no one."
2ND YEAR. The Joyous Comedy Success.

- Heywood Broun -- New York World

By GEORGE KELLY

* * * * * * * * * * * |Playhouse to startof bored.Bry 3828 Evs.

Arthur Hopkins presents MaxwellAnderson and Laurence Stallings's

!What Price Glory
“ The outstanding theatrical success of the season ." - Heywood Broun , World .

PLYMOUTH THEA ., 45th ST., W . OF B 'WAY. EVS. 8 : 30 . MATS. THURS. & SAT ., 2 :30.

Telephone Dry Dock 7516 Every eve. (exceptMonday)

Matinee Saturday

OW THE

EXILES
466 ( ALIT

BORH
OO

GRAND ST.
PLAYHOUSE

By JAMES JOYCE

Orchestra $ 1.50 Balcony $ 1.00 . 750.

" A Masterpiece " - A . WOOLLCOTT,IGLOBE B'WAY, 46 ST. MATINEES
Eve. Sun .

WED . & SAT.
SAM H . HARRIS Presents

IRVING BERLIN 'S FOURTH ANNUAL
( The

Perfect

MUSIC BOX REVUE Fool)

Staged by JOHN MURRAY ANDERSON .
in " THE GRAB BAG " 300 RES'D

MUSIC BOX THEATRE W :45 St. Eves. 8 :30 . SEATS at $ 1Direction A . L . Erlanger .

| VANDERBILT 48 St., E . of B ' y . Evs.

4th Month 8 :30 . Mats.Wed. & Sat.

RECORD BREAKER OF MUSICAL SHOWS

TOPSY AND EVA
Based on " Uncle Tom 's Cabin "

Snappiest Musical Comedy in
SAM THEA . W . 42 St. Evs. 8 :30 .

the U . S . A . HARRYMATS. TO -DAY AND WED .

ARCHER 'S ORCHESTRA

Ambassador 49 St. W . of B 'y . Eves. 8 :30 .

Shaw 's " Candida " at 48th St. Theatre. Eves. 8 :35 .

Mats. Wed . and Sat. 2 :30. Bry, 0178.

Mt. 2 :30 .

Not So Good

The speaker was obviously Austered .
He hesitated. He stuttered . He

foundered. He repeated . He groped in
vain .

He got red. He grew pale. He fussed

with his napkin . He took a drink of

water.

He began a sentence, but abandoned it

for another. He was reminded of a

story, but of not enough of it.

He stuck fast. He squirmed. He
shook . He mumbled .

He looked at the table cloth . He

looked at the ceiling. And yet

Hewas one of the most enthusiastic of

cross-word puzzle fiends because “ they

did so much to enrich one's vocabulary .”

DUNCAN SISTERS 4th Month

MYGIRL

H

A N D

MADGE KENNEDY .

GREGORY KELLY
|

BADGES

Presented by Actors' Theatre with this cast:

Katharine Cornell, Pedro de Cordoba, Rich

ard Bird , Elizabeth Patterson , Ernest

Cossart & Gerald Hamer.

In the Sensational
Comedy HIT .
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Washington Notes Spats do help , but this department at

tributes the well groomed appearance of

M A YBE some of these leaks of state Senator Borah to the use of the comb

I I secrets which the Senate threatens which he carries in his vest pocket.

to investigate may be accounted for by

the reprehensible practice of evesdropping

on the President when he takes his daily

walk. To test this theory your correspon
Ever since Mr. Coolidge declined a

dent's agent trailed along the other day P
v private car to Chicago on ground of ex

and kept his ears open . The President's per
residents pense to the public, your correpondent

companion was a member of an important
Trani has been alarmed lest the President should

official circle. This is what was heard : discover tr
cin what was heard: discover that it costs as much to take the

| “ Aren 't you going to put on your rub
e rub Mayflower out for a week - end as it does

Ibers? ” the President asked as they left the to run a whole train to Chicago and back.

White House. “ Kind of damp under

foot."

“ Yes, I guessmaybe I'd better.”
If the Monday Night Opera Club in

“ I never go out this time of year with - New York is still as zealous for the royal

out mine," said the President as they ist cause as it was at last reports, it might

passed through the gate.
look into the case of the Queen of Ru

“ I shouldn't, but I get careless." mania. The cables say Her Majesty

“ Now aren 't you glad you have your wants to visit us if she can possibly get

rubbers on? ” asked the President as his away. This is probably true. Marie has

companion stepped in a puddle in the been willing to discover America for a

yonder side of Lafayette Park . long time, but the custom of our country

“My shine would have been ruined, is that foreign rulers come here only when

Mr. President,” acknowledged the latter. they have official invitations, which for

“Good thing we both have our rub- the confidential information of the Op

bers,” said Mr. Coolidge , picking his way era Club, are issued by the State Depart

around a place in Sixteenth Street where ment. — Quid

the sidewalk was torn up.

“We could scarcely get about without

them .”

“ That was a fine walk ," said the Presi
Speaking of the Theatre

dent as they regained the White House T HERE is the ticket-speculator who

portico. “ Lucky we had our rubbers. 1 sells you a seat in the eighteenth row

Back with our feet nice and dry.” for eleven dollars, and there is the eight

thirty curtain that rises at seven minutes

to nine.

There is the woman directly in front of

These lines will introduce to you that you who drapes her cloak over the back of

time-tried public servant, the Honorable her seat so that it falls in your lap, and

J . Scott Wolff, Congressman from Festus, there is the Aushed young man who stag

Mo., who is so mindful of the interests gers down the aisle during themiddle of

of his constituents that he carries two the second act.

watches, one set by Washington and one There is the old man on your right

by Missouri time. who falls asleep , and there is the girl on

your left who never stops talking.
=

There is the actor who wears spats with

his dinner jacket, and there is the actor

They were guying Nick Longworth whose French flavors strongly of Jersey

about his spats. How did he expect to City .

get himself elected Speaker of the next There is the theatre party that is in a

House unless he came through with some constant state of giggling throughout the

concessions to the plain people ! And as performance, and there is the unfortunate

the Congressman was surely aware , the whose tickets are for the wrong night.

plain people bloc in the House remains There are the ushers who applaud with

faithful to that great plebian over in the tremendous enthusiasm .

other wing, the senior Senator from Wis- There is the fellow who laughs at the

consin . wrong time.

“ What has LaFollette got to do with There is the fellow who never laughs.

it ? ” asked Nick . And, of course , there is the play, it

“ He might have a lot to do with you ." self. — Charles G . Shaw

“ I guess you are right. Will one of

you go and find out for me in a quiet

way where LaFollette stands on this spat
“Gens. O 'Ryan and Allen to Discuss

A little later one of Mr. Longworth 's War .
Conoworth's War.” — Heading in the Sun . Whereas

adherents saw the Senator on the Senate Gen . Sherman just cussed it.

floor. From the militant mane of hair

the observer's gaze travelled downward

until it caught sight of themost aggressive Beauty, according to the ideas of the

| pair of spats in all Washington . Jazz Generation , is only sin deep .
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priced so low as to make

9 your purchase a wise
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Moving Pictures

JUDGING from the dour report from

Hollywood and the local studios of
the Kleig Art, we must await our next

WHERE TO SHOP cinematic item of interest in the im

- THOSE FAMOUS LITTLE SHOPS OF Candies ported German production, “ Siegfried.”
NEW YORK ! This, by the way, is based upon the Norse

Right here in these columns- you will find them , QUEEN OF HEARTS CANDIES
the little shops whose fames have opread more swiftly Professionally Home Made of finest ingredients. legends which were the source of the
than their floor space . To the New Yorker of per 144 MacDougal Street - Greenwich Village Wagnerian opera.
ception they are indispensable and every week the Bridge Parties Spring 5727 Refreshments

cleverest of these shope reach this audience through its " Siegfried" was made by UFA , the
own personal magazine. Corset Hospital Berlin concern which recently gave us

Antiques Old Corsets Rejuvenated - Made Like New . We that fascinating film , “ The Last Laugh ."
remodel, copy and make to order Elasdc Cor

Reports from abroad — and from the Ri
HIGHEST CASH PRICES FOR ANTIQUE OF

sets,Girdles, Brassieres. Room 418, 500 5th Ave.
Longaco 8173 .

modern jewelry and silverware. Large gift selection alto theatre projection room where Hugo
moderately priced . Harold G . Lewis Co. (Est. 60

years) , 13 W . 47th St., Bryant 6526 . Riesenfeld is fitting a musical score to theElectrolysis

opus— lead us to think that this produc
W . A . GOUGH SUPERFLUOUS HAIR permanently removed

41 EAST 60TH ST. without injury to the skin . Results GUARANTEED | tion will have high interest and an un
FIRST EDITIONS absolutely permanent. Further information cheer

OLD & RARE BOOKS fully furnished . usual measure of beauty.
Catalogues on request IDX WEINBERGER , 373 5th Ave., Room 403 These are the days of the imported pic

Furniture ture. “ Siegfried” will come to Broad
Arts and Crafts way in April. “ The Miracle of the

WILLET A . LAZIER
ENCOURAGE THE AMERICAN CRAFTSMAN 9 East 33rd St. Wolves,” made in France , opened at the
by buying Handwoven or decorated textiles, pot Near Fifth Avenue

teries, metals, and glass. Gowns, decorative hangings, High Grade Furniture - Medium Prices Criterion this week . Another oncoming
gifts . importation is “Grass,” filmed in Persia.Bestcrafts-Skylight Shop Gowns

7 East 39th St. , N . Y . C . We can imagine the gnashing of teeth
LESTER LIVINGSTON , Ltd ., 7 E . 46th Street in Hollywood at these reports. Mass

Auction Bridge
Adjoining The Ritz

Smartest Gowns, Wraps and Suits meetings are in order to stop this new
Most Modern Modelo.

WHITEHEAD AUCTION BRIDGE STUDIO All Moderate Prices.
foreign menace.

Advanced and Elementary Instruction BERTHA HOLLEY 26 W . 58th St.
Private or Class Lessons

Originator of the Ensemble Wardrobe.
Circle 201525 West 51st Street

Beautiful

and practical clothes which solve the dress problem

for women who seek individuality in dress, rather
ONLY COLLEGE OF AUCTION BRIDGE Joseph Hergesheimer, the novelist, has

than commercialized fashions.
Any Desired Form of Lessons, Taught by Experts Phone Plaza 3541 had a longing to direct motion pictures forSHEPARD ' S STUDIO . INC .

20 W . 54th St. Tel . Circle 10041 New York City
Interior Decorating

some time. Recently he almost started

doing it for Famous Players-Lasky. His
Beads CURTAIN CRAFT 19 West 5oth Street

Ready made Draperies, custom finish, new Spring first was to have been a screen version of
WE SPECIALIZB IN BEAD ORNAMENTS MADE Designs. Furniture for Summer Homes. Slipcovers his “ Three Black Pennys” but, like many
TO ORDER . ALSO CARRY FULL LINEOFFINE attractively made. Tel. Circle 9895.
BEADS OF ALL DRSCRIPTIONS. a movie plan , it fell through , principally
RONZONE & CO . 373 FIFTH AVENUE Ladies Tailors because no director could be found who

Beauty Culture FINEST HAND TAILORED COATS, dresses , would work hand in hand with an author,
sport skirts ; very latest models ; suits, $ 50 ; smartest

patterns.
ROSE LAIRD

Now , however, Hergesheimer has departedYour materiale . Andre Balod , 63 West
Soth . Circle 9877 .

THE SALON FOR SKIN AND SCALP CULTURE upon a two months' trip to Cuba and
17 East 48th Street (Near Fifth Avenue) Mexico with Jesse Lasky. Out of thisNEW YORK Portraits
Telephone Murray Hill 5657 and 6795 may come a series of pictures to be made

PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY. I shall not be

PAC VETABLE cleanses and purifies the skin , solely satisfied unless you are . in Mexico. It is Hergesheimer's idea,
administered by Holmes Sisters MARY DALE CLARKE

517 Madison Ave . Lasky is interested, but the whole thingPhone 4974 Plaza
Plaza 1492 665 Fifth Avenue

is embryonic yet.
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR can now be permanently Restaurants
destroyed thru the TRICHO SYSTEM . Lifelong

guarantee. Booklet No. 22 free. TRICHO , 270 THE RUSSIAN INN 33 W . 37th St.

Madison Ave ., New York . Unusual in its surroundings and the food it serves. They're telling an amusing story of
After the Theatre - Gypsy Chorus and Orchestra .

Temple de Beauté, Madame Dorvalle Richard Barthelmess and his recent trip to
Scientific treatment for face and neck rejuvenation . Shoes
Contour restored . No surgery . Booklets sent. the Coast. Barthelmess was touring the
Phone : Bryant 4856 32 West 47th St. SHOECRAFT SHOP " fits the narrow heel" in studios and finally he came to the Metro

sizes 1 - 10 AAAA to E . French and English models
MME. MAYS treatments for permanently removing n street and evening footwear Send for Catalog
wrinkles , scars, freckles, tightening muscles, given

N . Y . Fit Guaranteed . 714 5th Ave., New York ,
only at my one address, 50 W . 49th St., N . Y . Glyn was overseeing the making of one of
Bryant 9426 . Booklet. Physicians' endorsement. Tea Rooms her yokel shockers.

Books The madame arose in her usual grand
THE SPINNING WHEEL

12 West 47th Street, Bryant 0912 manner which , in film parlance, is akin

THE HOLLIDAY BOOKSHOP, 10 W . 47th St. Cafeteria Service , 11- 3 : 30 p . m .

CURRENT ENGLISH BOOKS Dinner or a la Carte Service , 5 :30 - 7 : 30 p . m . to slow motion . She advanced grandilo
TEL . BRYANT 8527 Afternoon Tea quently to meet the young Mr. Barthel

mess.

Offering her hand with the gesture that
THE NEW YORKER

holds Hollywood frozen, she said : " I

The New Yorker is published every Tues- Subscribers should notify this office at least saw one of your films the other night

day in New York City by the F - R Publishing one week prior to any change of address . 'Classmates' I think it is called .”

Corp., 25 West 45th Street. H . W . Ross, Advertising rates will be furnished upon " I hope you didn't like it,” said Rich
president; R . H . FLEISCHMAN , vice-president; application. ard modestly .

R . W . COLLINS, secretary and treasurer . Unsolicited contributions will not be re " I didn 't,” said Madame Glyn crisply,

Subscription , $ 5 a year; Canada, $ 5 .50 ; turned unless accompanied by stamped and as she slow motioned back to her regal

foreign $ 6 . addressed envelopes. THE NEW YORKER can chair.

All text and illustrations appearing in The not be held responsible for loss or non-return Barthelmess spent all of the time en

New YORKER are copyrighted. of contributions. route back to his hotel thinking of snappy
replies. - -Will Hayes, Jr.
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Men's Luncheon Service-474 Street Entrance

Boston Notes

JAMES MICHAEL (Honest Jim )

J CURLEY, Boston 's mayor, who did

his stretch some years back for obligingly

taking Civil Service examinations under

the name of a less brilliant friend, has got

his fighting blood up. Ever since “ La

fayette Mulligan ,” self -alleged and fic

titious ex-secretary to his Honor, offered

the keys of the city to H . R . H . the

Prince of Wales, James Michael has had

sleuths on the trail of the miscreant. The

latest suspect is one Buxton , the local

Frank I. Cobb whose prose masterpiece,

"Who Made Calvin Coolidge? ” won the

Pulitzer prize as the loveliest editorial of

last year. Buxton and his buddies on the

Herald deny their guilt and the hounds

of justice are sniffing new trails.

Madison Avenue
at 47th Street

NEW YORK

Mai
lla

rd

Confections

Imported Bonbonnieres

Luncheon - Tea
It is rumored that the boys from Scot

land Yard are also in the chase. Appar

ently the British Government feels that

the anonymous Mulligan has made royalty

ridiculous by sending a fake invitation

which Albert Edward took seriously .

They have the coöperation of the Lily

Gilders' Union .

Michigan
at Jackson

CHICAGO

The foam on the crest of Boston 's

crime wave is dashing high. The other

day Police Commissioner Wilson and the

"Model Cop,” whose name escapes us but

does not matter, were passing the time of

day in front of a Schulte cigar store, one

block away from the elegant Hotel Tou

raine. The talk was turning on some such

subject as the Celtic Renaissance or the

Traffic Problem , when a bandit walked

into the store behind them and walked

out again some minutes later with $ 180

in his pocket just as the Commissioner

was agreeing with the cop that Donn

Byrne was the greatest writer since Synge.

The gunman is still loose. The police

force seems a trifle looser.

Dine andDance

THE

HOLLIDAY

BOOKSHOP

10 WEST 47th Street

IN THE

DELLA ROBBIAROOM

OF

The VANDERBILT Hofer
Thiry Fourth Street EAST atPark Avenue

Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sal.,

Seven to Twelve o'clock

$3 per person Formal Van.7100

WES TREE

A REAL COMEDY TRIUMPH

THE
YOUNGEST

No matter how hard it tries, Boston

cannot look like Paris — and it has tried

hard . The latest attempt took the form

of rubbish cans bearing colored advertise

ments much like those that decorate the

kiosks on the Boulevard des Italiens.

These were supplied by an advertising

firm which paid the city $ 10 apiece for

Each receptacle. When they were all in

stalled such a howl went up from the

same people who wish that we had side

walk cafes that the offensive objects have

been ordered off the streets.

Current English

Books

with

Henry HULL & Genevieve TOBIN

Dir. A . L .Dir. A . L .GAIETY Mat.Wed ., Thurs., Sat. 2 :30A CTV B 'way & 46 St. Evs. 8 :30
Erlanger

6TH MONTH

BAYES Thea ., 44 . W . of B 'y. Evs. 8 :30
Matinees Wed. & Sat., 2 :30

Telephone:

BRYANT 8527
MYSON
RITZ 48th W . of B 'way. Eves., 8 :30 . Mats.

Wed., Sat., 3 : 30

George

The forgetful and impertinent Man

hattaner who indignantly asks why there

should be a column of Boston Notes in

his favorite paper must be reminded that

Boston is the home city of Henry Cabot

Lodge and Bert Savoy, although they have

both died recently . — Beans

AR
LI
SS

JOHN GALSWORTHY

"OLD ENGLISH
ma
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Books ofLove, Life and Laughter ONI

Take Your Pick at only 5c Per Book

of

3
Essajante's

Lincoln ciles

Your Pick of Hundreds of Great Books — 60,000,000 Sold in Five Years -Mail in Your Order Today —
Order by Number — Read Master Writers Like De Maupassant, Balzac, Mark Twain , Boccaccio and

EACH
Many Others Equally Entertaining

ORDER BY ORDER BY
NUMBER NUMBER

231 Humorous Sketches . | 670 Josh Billing's Comical | 406 Is Progress an Illusion ? , 537 Life of Barnum . Finger 325 Essence of Buddhism
Twain Lexicon Haldeman - Julius 538 Robin Hood . Finger 33 Brann ; Sham Smasher

166 English as She is Spoke. 669 Josh Billing's Humorous 454 The Unworthy Cooper. 540 Love Stories in Yellow , 48 Bacon 's Essays
Mark Twain Epigrams Haldeman -Julius Black , etc. DeGourmont 167 Plutarch 's Rules of Health

291 Jumping Frog. Mark 663 Journalism in Tennes 105 7 Hanged . Andreyev 541 Stories in Green , Zinzolin , 53 Insects and Men . Darrow
Twain see. Twain 131 Redemption . Tolstoi etc. De Gourmont 339 Thoreau - the Man Who

14 What Every Girl Should 675 Philosophy of Love. 1 Rubaiyat of Omar 554 Child ' s Garden of Verses Escaped from the Herd
Know . Mrs. Sanger Sarah Bernhardt Khayyam * 19 Nietzsche Who He Was 80 Pillars of Society. Ibsen

or Manhood : Facts of Life 661 America and Sex Im 314 French Short Stories. 170 Constantine and Begin Spiritualism . Doyle &

217 Puzzle of Personality. pulse. Theodore Dreiser Daudet nings of Christianity McCabe
Wm . J. Fielding 514 Hints on Writing Poetry 324 Life of Lincoln . Bowers 73 Whitman 's Poems 55 Spencer : Life and Works

190 Psycho-Analysis : The 555 Structure of the Earth 153 Chinese Philosophy of 311 Lodging for Night. 266 Life of Shakespeare
Key to Human Be 556 Hints on Etiquette Life Stevenson 268 Merchant of Venice
havior . Fielding 567 Darwin As a Naturalist 162 Rue Morgue. Poe 133 Electricity Explained 142 Bismarck ' s Life

447 Auto -Suggestion - How 568 Darwin and Evolution 74 On Threshold of Sex 510 Electric Energy : What 179 Gemsfrom Emerson
it Works. Fielding 595 Happy Hypocrite . 92 Hypnotism Made Plain It Does. Moritzen 276 Speeches of Washington

651 How to Psycho-Analyze Beerbohm Historic Crimes. Finger 224 God : Known and Un 320 Prince. Machiavelli
Yourself. Bonus 506 History ofModernMexico Crimes of Borgias. known . Butler 138 Studies in Pessimism .

648 Rejuvenation - Science ' s 652 Is K K K Destructive ? Dumas 32 Poe's Poems Schopenhauer
New Fountain Debate . Imperial Wizard 321 History of Evolution . 327 Ice Age. Finger 06 Dialogues. Plato
Youth . Fielding Evans and Zangwill Fenton 202 Survivalof Fittest. 196 TheMarquise . Sand

650 K . K . K . - The Kreed of Walking Tours. 209 Aspects of Birth Control Tichenor 195 Nature. Thoreau
the Klangmen Stevenson 208 Debate on Birth Control. 28 Toleration . Voltaire 247 Macbeth . Shakespeare

58 Tales from the Decam Amusing Answers to Mrs. Sanger and Russell 184 Primitive Beliefg 116 Proverbsof China
eron . Boccaccio Correspondents . 376 Woman of No Impor 275 Building of the Earth . 279 Will O ' Mill, Stevenson

672 Illicit Love, etc . Boccaccio Twain tance . Oscar Wilde Fenton 36 Soul of Man. Wilde
673 Tales of Love and Life . 664 Oscar Wilde's Letters to 377 A Night in Luxem 230 Fleece of Gold . Gautier 78 Hints on Public Speaking

Boccaccio Sarah Bernhardt bourg . Gourmont 204 Sun Worship . Tichenor 238 Reflections on Science .
674 The Falcon , etc. Boc 665 Love Letters of Sarah 482 Five Weeks in a Balloon . 345 Clarimonde. Gautier Huxley

caccio Bernhardt to Sardou Verne 187 Whistler's Humor 159 Guide to Plato. Durant
344 Don Juan. Balzac 668 Humorous Fables . 437 Hints on Scenario 76 Prince of Peace. Bryan 75 Choice of Books. Carlyle

15 Balzac 's Short Stories Twain . Writing 113 Proverbs of England 121 Proverbs of Arabia
6 Love, and Other Stories. 583-584-585 -586 -587-588 342 Hints on News Reporting 114 Proverbs of France 293 Villon . Stevenson

De Maupassant Jungle. 6 vols. Up 326 Hints on Writing Short 119 Proverbs of Ireland 54 Importance of Being

199 The Tallow Ball. De ton Sinclair Stories 168 Epigrams. Wilde Earnest . Wilde
Maupassant 594 The Overman . Upton 496 Hints on Writing One 29 Dreams. Schriner 09 Tartuffe. Molière

178 One of Cleopatra 's Sinclair Act Plays 180 Epigrams of Shaw 155 Maxims. Napoleon
Nights. Gautier 659 The Lost Phoebe. 292 Fin . De Maupassant 313 Decay of Lying. Wilde 177 Subjection ofWomen. Mill

557 Is The Moon A Dead Theodore Dreiser 296 Lyric Love. Robert 148 Strength of the Strong . 193 Wit of Charles Lamb
World ? Shipley 653 What Every Boy Should Browning London 86 On Reading Brandes

559 Robinson Crusoe Know . Fielding 381 Wisdom of Dickens. 2 Wilde's Ballad of Reading 210 Stoic Philosophy. Murray

560 Electra , Euripides. 654 What Every Young Swasey Jail 235 Essays. Chesterton

Trans. by Harvey Man Should Know . 382 Humor of Lincoln 3 Essays , Voltaire 251 Midsummer Night's
561 African Jungle Tales Fielding 417 Nature of Dreams. Car 329 -330 Dante ' s Inferno . 7 vols. Dream
562 Antigone, Sophocles . 239 26 Men and a Girl. rington 214 Speeches of Lincoln 88 Vindication of Paine.

Trans. by Harvey Gorky 65 Meditation . Marcus I 26 History of Rome. Giles Ingersoll

563 New Light on Prehistoric 46 Salome. Oscar Wilde Aurelius 69 Life ofMary , Queen ofScots 146 Snow -bound . Pied Piper
Cultures. Shipley 163 Sex Life in Greece and 295 Master Builder. Ibsen 308 She Stoops to Conquer . 203 Rights of Women . Ellis

564 Volney's Ruins of Empires Rome - 232 Three Strangers. Hardy Goldsmith 316 Prometheus. Aeschylos
570 Legend of Saint Julian . 95 Confessions of an Opium 21 Carmen . Merimee 60 Emerson ' s Essays 50 Paine' s Common Sense

Flaubert Eater. DeQuincey 289 Pepys' Diary 157 Plato ' s Republic 85 Attack on Mill. Zola
571 Kant's Critical Philos 189 Eugenics. Ellis 27 Last Days Condemned 216 Wit of Heine. Eliot 101 Thoughts of Pascal

ophy 83 Marriage, Past and Pres Man . Hugo 8 Lady Windermere ' s Fan . 242 As You Like It .
572 Beggar' s Opera . John Gay ent. Mrs. Besant 205 ArtemusWard - His Book Wilde Shakespeare
573 Gist of Herbert Spencer 222 The Vampire, etc. Kip 336 Mark of the Beast . 04 Trialand Death of Socrates 249 Julius Caesar. Shakespeare
574 The Christian System ling Kipling 182 Daisy Miller . H . James 274 Animals of Ancient Lands

and Other Essays. 98 How to Love 16 Ghosts. Ibsen 22 Tolstoi: His Life and Works 79 Enoch Arden . Tennyson

Schopenhauer 77 What Great Men Have 151 Man Who Would Be 191 Evolution vs. Religion 233 Literature and Art. Goethe

575 Essays in Ethics. Said About Women King. Kipling I 29 Rome or Reason . Ingersoll 234 McNeal- Sinclair Debate
Schopenhauer 304 What Great Women 198 Majesty of Justice . 49 Evolution . Haeckel on Socialism

576 The Encheiridion or Have said About Men Anatole France 62 Schopenhauer' s Essays 315 Pen , Pencil, Poison . Wilde

Manual. Epictetus Age of Reason . Paine 150 Lost Civilization . Finger 280 Happy Prince . Wilde 287 Whistler : Man & HisWork
577 The Lifted Veil. Eliot e Origin of the Human 143 Time of Terror. Balzac 522 Life of Tom Paine. Gunn 164 Michael Angelo 's Sonnets
578 The Haunted House and Race 323 Life of Joan of Arc 493 New Discoveries in Science 252 Othello . Shakespeare

Other Poems. George 322 Buddhist Philosophy 124 Theory of Reincarnation 480 Yiddish Short Stories 17 On Walking. Thoreau
Sylvester Viereck 219 Human Tragedy . 125 War Speeches of Wilson 488 Great Yiddish Poetry 283 Courtship of Miles

579 The Three Sphinxes and A . France 12 Poe's Tales of Mystery 471 Essence of Confucianism Standish
Other Poems. Viereck 18 Idle Thoughts. Jerome 212 Life and Character. 469 The Egypt of Yesterday 117 Proverbs of Italy

580 A History of Polar Ex 38 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde Goethe 465 Esperanto for Beginners 343 Life of Columbus
ploration and Adven 45 Tolstoi's Short Stories 132 Foundation of Religion 420 Great Spanish Love Stories 9 Great English Poems
ture . Helen Putnam 25 Rhyming Dictionary 61 Tolstoi' s Essays 419 Life : Its Origin and Nature 147 Cromwell and His Times
Van Sicklen 82 Common Faults in 44 Aesop ' s Fables 416 God of Vengeance. Asch 347 Guide to Stoicism

581 Lucretius on Life and English 156 Andersen 's Fairy Tales 397 Irish Fairy Tales 352 Short Stories. Wm .Morris
Death 192 Book of Synonyms 84 Love Letters of a Nun 398 Irish Folk Songs and Tales 5 Life of Johnson . Macaulay

593 As A Man Thinketh . 20 Let' s Laugh . Nasby 172 Evolution of Love. Key 300 -400 Arabian Nights. 2 vols. 72 Color of Life . Haldeman
James Allen 24 The Kiss, etc . Chekhov 318 Christin Flanders . 395 Autobiography of Cellini Julius

598 Haeckel: Philosopher. 215 Miraculous Revenge. Balzac 306 Embers. Haldeman - Julius 256 Venus and Adonis
Naturalist. Fenton Bernard Shaw 43 Marriage and Divorce . 369 Artemus Ward 's Travels 317 L 'Allegro . Milton

617 Hamilcar: Great Man of 102 Sherlock Holmes Tales Greeley and Owen 363 Miggles, etc. Harte 115 Proverbs of Japan

Carthage, Flaubert 145 Great Ghost Stories 123 Life of DuBarry 357 City of Dreadful Night. 118 Proverbs of Russia
630 The Second Story Man . 23 Great Sea Stories 250 Romeo and Juliet Kipling 181 Epigrams. Thoreau

Upton Sinclair Country of the Blind. 59 Epigrams of Wit and 334 Caught, etc. Haldeman- | 310 Wisdom of Thackeray
660 My Brother Paul. Wells Wisdom Julius

Theodore Dreiser 165 Discovery of the Future. 100 Red Laugh . Andreyev 319 Saint-Gerane. Dumas
676 Sarah Bernhardt' s Love H . G . Wells 236 Heart affairs of Henry 307 Tillvloss Scandal. Barrie

Letters to Pierre Ber 30 Controversy on Chris VIII. 301 Sailor, Cowboys' Songs Order by number instead

ton . Translated by tianity . Ingersoll and 56 Wisdom of Ingersoll 26 Going to Church . Shaw of titles . For instance, if you
Sylvestre Dorian Gladstone 93 How to Live 100 Years 284 Poems of Burns want “ Carmen , " simply

678 Haldeman - Julius - - The 277 Man Without a Country . 290 Poe 's Gold Bug 200 Ignorant Philosopher. write down " 21. " Remem

Man and His Work . Hale 158 Alice in Wonderland Voltaire ber the minimum quantity
Gunn 221 On Women . Maeterlinck 41 Xmas Carol. Dickens 103 Pocket Theology . Voltaire is 20 books - as many more

680 Louis Pasteur : The Man 30 What Life Means to 144 Was Poe Immoral? 211 Idea ofGod in Nature. Mill as you like. Send money
and His Work . Dr. Me. Jack London 322 Man Who Was. Kipling 246 Hamlet. Shakespeare order , check (add 10c . to
Morris Fishbein 491 Psychology for Beginners 87 Love. Montaigne 278 Friendship , etc. Thoreau personal checks for ex

693 Memorandum Book 477 Theosophy in Outline. 89 Love Letters of Genius 218 Essence of the Talmud change) , stamps or cash

A - 1009 1924 Republican and Willis 516 Book of Real Adventure 7 Liberal Education . Huxley with all orders . If you want

Democratic Platforms 438-439 Secret Memoirs. 2 517 Mark Twain ; Philoso 52 Voltaire . Hugo books shipped prepaid , en .
590 -591-592 The Millennium vols. Madame De pher 104 Waterloo. Hugo close 10 per cent of the

3 vols. Upton Sinclair Pompadour 519 Guide to Rabelais . 134 Misanthrope. Molière amountof order in addition .
558 Great Pirates. Finger 461 Essays. Haldeman Goldberg 171 Has Life Any Meaning ? Otherwise books will be sent

666 -667 Sarah Bernhardt As Julius 524 Death : And its Problems Harris & Ward express collect. Canada and
I Knew Her. 2 vols. 163 Art of Reading. Halde 532 Essays on Jesus. Harvey 57 Rip Van Winkle . Irving foreign prices, 7 cents per
Dorian man- Julius | 533 Essayson Friendsof Jesus 90 Mikado. Gilbert book delivered .

Says in
hauersion

of

Haldeman-Julius Co., Dept. B -322, Girard , Kansas
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CHAUNCEY M . DEPEW

One ofmy proudestmoments came

with the gift of an Elgin Watch

. WRITTEN BY EMINENT ELGINEERS

One of a series of little biographies of hearts — and there were tears at the

Elgin Watches parting of our long association .

I carried and treasured this watch for

many years, when it was stolen from

As I think back over the most interest me in a street car. But the respect it

ing scenes ofmy life , my memory goes won from me for Elgin reliability has

back to that red -letter day , a few years keptme an Elgin devotee for over half

after the close of the Civil War, when a century . My present watch is an

I retired as Secretary of State of the Elgin Corsican — and it makesmeproud

state of New York . of this wonderful era of American

As a remembrance token , a group of manufacture and efficiency. Almost as

loyal and efficient officers in my depart thin as a silver dollar - without a grain

ment presented mewith an Elgin watch of waste bulk — it is the handsomest

- one of the earliestmanufactured - in - watch I ever saw . And it is as exacting

scribedwith their namesand goodwishes. in time-keepingas it is exquisite in style .

With this gift, came their whole - by CHAUNCEY M . DEPEW

G ELGINP
THE WATCH WORD FOR ELEGANCE AND EFFICIENCY

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY, ELGIN , U . S. A .

CEN, W . Co.



Knabe

Strike a Chord on the

KnabeMignonette

and listen long and intently. One chord

is enough to enrapture the ear. Glance

at the smart contour of the case — it is a

case of love at first sight ! Examine the

beautiful mahogany,brought to a superb

finish through varnish, rare oils and

painstaking hand labor. You will long

to possess this dainty baby grand.

NOTE - A minimum deposit ( suit your own desire)

and small monthly payments will send one home. You

will not feel any tug at your purse — the tug is at

your heart-strings, yearning to own the Mignonette.

Full Value Allowed for Your Present Piano

wm .Knabe & Co.

Fifth Avenueat Thirty-ninth St.
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